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Rol and ball Baring
Strono, Noce, Handy, Powerfu`
int DEERING PONY BINDER PND M NERsha
won the tihn ibe people yw.
more strongly thaine. You can judge yourself
by reading the testimor ials of your own neighbors.
Found at Last.
Rio Roca, Tan• -I have 'ou-td the ma-hine at last that init. me. and I never saw on
e
before ai.iil I bought Use Pa I and Roller Bearing Pony of Forbes A Br at Bonk loo•ille.
Ky. It Is very ligst, and so simply and yet strongly coc.st octet' that two
 horses etftily pull at
all day bug. K. I... 
HOFI.X.
Le Pony Breaks the Record at Roaring Spring.
emitaiso Prefect. Kr.-The Ball and Rorer Bearing Pony Binder that I boug` t of your
agnate at -1.,pit 'needle, Fortier& Ho • la a dai ily. I cut heavy wheat, wh
ich was down very
bid. end It did its. wort. I have had the aame ground In wheat four years. and h .ve
bees aide togs a machine t 'cut it be ore, but the Ptny went through 
ail K
W. W. LEWIS.
"Queen of the Harvest."
Waaven's girtang, TINN . -The Ball and Roller Bea•-ing Pony hinder bonght of sour
agents Forbes & Rio.. Hotplates,' le in my pidgin in the perfet•tIon of harvasting machin-
ery. For lir htne• a of dr .it and a roplicity of t.oni.truct on It is the "queen of the Harvest "
I cut as heavy wseat the past season ss I ever saw gro • with only two small mules to my
lased's. I am satisfied that the Ball Beetling Pony is the only Bander 'o
r farmers to buy.
Lout TAYLOR.
A Common e nse View of It.
PorwisactLLE, Elf.-1 am satisfied that the Ball Bearing Pory 1.Ineer la the machine
foe all enemas of farmer.. The small farmer cen with tar., horses 
harvest a I of his grain, and
the large one can with two hand, and f ur horses cut tweve feet at a swath, wile the aam.
number of hands with the sone number of h tees can only cut ip•en feet with any other
etaerstnie. Time and money talk, so to my Ili Lud the other ledows are not In It.U. B. CROFT.
The Pony Saves Wages and Horse Flesh.
csart.s•s iratno., KY -The Pony Binder with Ball and Roller Peariagy, te the machine
ti this ema.iy. I r oi take one man and two burs * and cut very u• aria youth as they CAD
w thou. of t e big otaehlseP, which r.41,ilre two me 4 and fou, ho sea. I wou'd not se:I 'he
?nay r whimn I bought of YL3,1 boa Bro.. Hopkins,' le, for three times what It root, it I
resod cot get another. T. K. irTkWA Rt.
RIG ROCS, Txmv.-I can r -mtnimend your Binder. It runs lirht end nee. I can take It
aad two . s .1 cut my wheal. A man eat lase It and ieve has chea
t., nice mid qtab•k.
iC po,ay Bieder •tronfr and a attlai anti.' machine. I Can re ommeudtt. to. ti Lany Lfarmer
who wants a Bled. r. I don'. think I could say too much in gator of at. W. 
8
The Only Perfect Mower on Earth.
  S•roag. rose. -I bought of !our agents, Forbes lit Bm.. Bepkiesvin.. one
your I teal G-th •ri GuIr 're. Sy Oolnl,,l is trial it I. the only perfer• machine on earl
I eat my crop o g-sts ant e.over tht• year with low trouble I h in ver bei r semi lea filet,
/nily ribumenen I the Weil Bill /truing Mows r ti all of my friends% ho no...ent plate the pu
Ouse •I • Mower W. T. JOHNSON.
Brim Full of Enthusiasm.
1111•TEtagv1LLs, KY.-I calif not say too mnch In pral•e of the Ideal hall and Roler Bearing
wee lb. moo o' toe In ote4. I have ost.1 a t cr eight ,her limb. of ITOAPTII in ma years.
wink 'sane of them were goo., mowers, vonre Is In ruth an "Ideal" irow•r. It as
sad soiseirealy as a sew •tr m chice I cut "flirty • test hay with It in le a n two
Ogle( MC worse tesa on the piece I believe one horse could pull 'land cut fifteen
a day It is simpty a "retie, t machine, and does iii the most estra•agant sot claims
W. G. WHEELER.
One Horse Lighter Than the McCormick.
HO ?SIAS% !LLD. Ky-The Ide•I Ball Peering Mower I boapht of you last year Is. In my
°poison. as near perfect av a mower can be. I had us. d the licturulick mower foe teveral
years, and find the draft of the Idea, at least one hone lighter. J. C. MOORE.,
The Poorest Scrubs Can Pull the Ideal with Ease.
H OPIII LLD. Kr -Yon in.Ince I me to be, an Ideal Ball and Roller Bearing Mower. I
felt at the time I rho n .1 n.ed It, lint utter tulbet Its few darssaid that you were tight. I have
never bad a machine to ..4) as good work in my life. A (acme can put the poortal block on
the place to It and cut as much greaa in a mimic al good attack to any other m•chlse. My eti•Ice
to say on* ls to buy the Ideal above al others. DR. J. A. 'SCHMIDT.
The Ideal Is Simply Perfect.
Fiore t1/4st KY-.I am so well pleased with my Ideal Mower ..'utytouelt
let y eaa use me In Its praises if you so wish. You Cannot sly ton.*
tor o a/6 lo IP Mr( .01.. D• C. 8g ries:.
for Infants and Children.
Tu
ntrir years' observation of Castor's with the_patromage Of
millions of persons, permit us to spook of it without gassidug.
It is unquestionably the test  remedy for Infants and Children
tho world In s ever known. It is lia.rialoss. Children Hie it. It
eves them health. It will save their lives. In it Mothers have




Clasteria provosts vomiting $our CurL
Castes-la  cures Diarrheas and Wind Coil.,
Casteria relieves Teething Troubles.
Cisstoria our.. Constipation and Flatalesen
Castor's neutralises the elfoets of earliest. acid gas or pollormous 
Contorts dose not mutate' morphia., spina, or other uaresstie property.
Coster.. assimilates the feed, regulates the stomach and bowelap
lir____y_ealth and natural sloop. 
Caster's is put up in °swine bottles truly. It is not sold In bulk.
Don't allow any one to sell you anything else on the pl.& or promise
that it is "past as good" and "will answer every purpose."
Moe that you get 0•11.41eT-0414-A.
The fae-simile  4'
figmature of •
is OS every
• .1444( Irr-±2*- 
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castorla.
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.,
-PROPRIETORS or-
MAIN : STREET : TOBACCO : WAREHOUSE
BETWEEN TENTH &ND ELEVENTH,
Hopkinsville, - - - Kentucky.




I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Piso's
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and 1 am continually advising others
to get it. Undoubtedly it is the
Best Cough Medicine
1 ever used.-W. C. .NIILTENBEROEB, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894. I sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any corn-
plaints.-E. &Iowa, Postmaster,
Shorey, Kansas, Dec. 21st, 1894.
PISO'S CURE FOR
ah hest Cough Syrup.





CIPM NT TIE"d .L
W. AS. 1lEit 1:3 lr-T g3 .
Forbes & Bro Hopkinsville Kentucky.
THE LEADER
is daily receiving new, stylish and
nobby hats, to suit the most fatit-




We will show an elegant line of
handsome pattern hats
and bonnets,
We trust that every lady will a
tend this, oue summer
'Opening
We are also receit ing new thin s
in fancy hair pins, belt buckles,
















,Hopkinsville, • _ -- Ky.
C. BAYBERRY. M. F. BEIRYEH
PeOple9 ilanbery 6 Shryor,
-ProprietOrs,-
R. R. St.. bet. 10th & 1 1 th
203 8. Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
The largest and most mplete stock ever ( ffer mend
in thi s city. Oaeap for cash. Call and examine my
stock before buyi g.
I Al:: !Pon a Ct,:pl:is 1111 Uthrt:kilg Stipplies!
AND:TVm. DUCKER AS FUNERAL DI-
RECTOR AND EMBALMER.
arwcb. TriE.I'X'CINIE701%T.
MASSAGE FOR BLACK EYES.
Better Than Paint and Beefsteak For Oh-
iterating of Vtatle Encounters.
Those who make a business of oblit-
erating evidence of Stoic encounters in
the shape of black eyes by painting the
damaged optics no longer enjoy a mo-
nopoly of such business. This I was told
by a pugilistic acquaintance whose ex-
perience entitles him to be regarded as
an authority on the subject.
"Massage treatment of the region af-
fected," he said, "will beat paint and
raw beefsteak all hollow. But it should
be applied immediately after the injury
is received in order to prove thoroughly
efficacious. It dues not require an ex-
pert to do it. All that is necessary is to
move the fingers rapidly and firmly over
thee bruised surface and to keep it up
until the last vestige of discoloration has
disappeared. The explauation is easy.
Where the blow has been received the
blood becomes congested. It is the clots
of blood showing through the transpar-
ent skin that produces the black effect.
The pressure of the fingers gradually
loosens the clotted blow!, which passes
off into the general currents of circula-
tion, and fresh aud properly colored
blood takes its place."
However, as a rule, the professional
"pug" does uot bother himself about
accelerating the disappearance of a black
eye. It is u sign which proclaims the
fact that its proprietor has recently fill-
ed an engagement, and as such he is an
object of envy to his lees fortunate
brethren. It is the man about town,
whose overindulgence occasionally
causes him to forget that discretion is
the better part of valor, who is apt to
profit most by the knowledge that mas-
sage, promptly applied, will remove the
signs of mourning from an eye tbat has
been in violent contact with some other
fellow's fist, and thus obviate the neces-
sity of inventing a story to account for
It, which, however ingenious, will be
sneered at by skeptical and incredulous
acquaintances, 80/1113 of whom may have
"been there themselves. "-New York
Herald.
Did You Ever
Try Electric Bitters as a remedy for
your troubles? If not, get a bottle
uow and get relief. This medicine
bibs been found to he pecullask
adapted to the relief and 'cure of all
Female Comglaints, exertinar a
wonderful direct lufluence in giving
strength and tone to the organs. II
you have Loss of Appetite, Constipa-
tion, Headache, Fainting Spells, or
are Nervous, Sleepless, Eseltable,
Melancholy or troubled with D zz
Spells, Electric Batter is the meth( me
you need. Health and eltrength are
gu•rani awl by Ito Lsrge bottles
Hopkinsville, Ky. Inn'? firty cen..1 at R. Idwick
Drug el ore.
A Noble Woman Gone.
Died, fleet Pembroke, May 14.b
le9,5, Mrs Sarah (e4Peeer) Chilton
wife of Francis M. Chilton. The pall
of death hangs heavily over the cow•
tuunity. Every heart thr Ms with re-
gret tied silent sympathy at this loss,
rreparabie.
Mrs. Chilton was a woman of cul-
ture and natural endowments. Her
life was adorned all along with wo-
manly virtues, teauty of character,
and purity of mind-the essential
elements of a true woman. Her re-
ligion entered into her life and con-
stantly revealed its divinely pure ra-
diance even to the last, through a
lingering illness characterizsd by pr.-
tieut fortitude.
As a friend she was true and dear
but in the capacity of wild at d moth-
er her character shone with rare
beauty. To these the mournful
heritors of pain," the death-knell vi-
brate with keenest anguish. To her
husband in this pain of love disrupt-
ed, the sympathies of all are given.
His devotion through life, and espe-
cially during the two years of her
nese, is unparalleled.
May the turf press lightly; tread
wegently and revereutly,beariug each
our tribute of love and tenderly strew
her grave. Ley we garland, of mem-
ory's blossoms, buds and evergreens,
and may these II twers of memory
"preserve add still keep fresh those
happy days." May this mother's
baud, stretched backward from
Heaven, with its forefinger of unerr-
ing truth, point the way to her chil-
dren ;-one lamp, a mother's love,-•
beacon light to guide them onward
and opward. W.
A Household Trtarture.
D. W. Fuller, of Cansj mherie, N Y.
says that be always keeps Dr. King's
New Discovery in the house and his
family has always found the very
best results follow its use; that he
would not be without it, If proeursble.
0. A. Dyke:nun Druggist, Catskill,
N. Y. says that Dr. King's New
Discovery is undoubtedly the best
Cough remedy; that he has used It in
his family for eight years, and it has
never failed to do all that is claimed
for it. Why not try a remedy PO long
tried and tested Trial bottles free at
R. C. Hardwick Drug Store. R-gular
size b0c. and $1.00.
The promoters of the Tennessee
Centennial are charging Clo•. Turney
with bad faith in uot iticluding the
subject of makirg an appropriation
for the Centenniel in the call for an






des by Abernathy & Co on May
16 of 120 lablIm. ttf tot, onto se follows:
I 4 Mids. god leaf $11 75, 10 50, 10 00,
99)
'll Meta tnedlum leaf $8 10 to 7 CO
30 htids common lest $6 50 to 6 25.
S7htid..towleaf$5005o325.
On the Sixth Ballot Dempsey lei Wide lugs $4 IU to 1 25.
We report the market without
Secured the Prize. change except o.i lugs which we
think a little higher. The following
protrileent farmers were on our
breaks this week :
C. W. Wood, E L. Keellear, W
(Jroom. C. L Groom, J D Kennedy,
J. D. RA:eerie, J. W. Murphy, C. W.
Jackson, Caldwell count) ; E J. Ben
Inn, S. H. Reland, W. C. Dorris,
Henry Derrle, It. E D stden, L H
Browning, N A, Fyke, Ribertson
county; S. W. Davie and many
others from Trigg county, while s
number of Christian county farmers
were looking after their own Inter-
ests.
We are always glad to see our
friends reed patrons and hope they
will fluke heady tarter., with us
wheu they eeme to the city.
It 3spectfully A. & Cc.
How the Trick 1Vas 1Vorked
I bat Disposed of Frank
Richardson.
Owensbore, blit 16 -Free silver
triumphs after a ',harp, hot struggle.
Judge Demeesy was nominated en
the sixth ballot. His rate was won
from the start.
Owenyboro, Ky., May 19 -After
the first bailor John S. Mee, f
took th. fl seyitie lie love
no' Ice to the following r-solut IOUs
The Democrats of the Fate It mitrosd




F.rett-We declare with unfalterivg
trust that a is a fundamsnt•I princi•
ids of he D enocratic platy that the
Federal 0 rvernmsut has to) consti-
tutional power to impore and ell e
tar .fr duties ssteept for the purpose of
revenue only.
Second-We indorse the repeal of
the McKinley law and the reduction
I.) tariff duties account! • lett by a
D.?mocratic Congress, and demand
that the reform thus begun rhall be
vieorously carried forward until the
levy &Id collection of (*rift taxes
shall hi, iiinited to the actual necessi-
ties of the tievernment, when honest-
ly and economically administered.
Tnird-We declare it to be an ele-
mentary principle of Democracy's
faith that both gold and eil•er coin
shall constitute the prim try meuey
of the countr3 ; that both metals shall
be received for mintage without die-
crimiesting against either, and at the
legal ratio that ex!eted prior to 1573
(16 to 1), and we deuesed tee uure-
stricted coinage of bath god and sil-
ver at this legel ratio and that both
petsis be declared full legal tender
in payment ef all debts, public and
private.
He did this, he !SW, "So that he
4u-51 ioU C f resolut elute motile be 0, t-
iro, or the th:rty-nine c u sties be
put on record as be lug aeleswed and
too cowardly to euuuci ate any iriu-
tipls.''
The dropp!ng rule n b•Pottine
soon disposed of Morrow and Miller
Then the D - wavy men started in on
• scheme to eel a ft It.charthou by
throwing enough votes to Moore to
drop Richerdeon. The loot voting
WISP;
Dempsey, 104 3 5; Itichsaison, tie
3 4; Moore, UT 1 4; Miller, 46 1 1.
Miller welt out, and then the 111th





Rich rdsou was dropped.
011ie Janice, of Crittenden, with-
drew Dr. Moore's name, and ouoveti
the unanimous ummiustion of J
Fletcher Dempsey for Railroad Com-
missioner. Adopted amid applause.
Then came trouble. l'be Chair re
fused to recognize Rhea, but did re-
cognize Birriett, of Paducah, leader
of the auti-elIverites. Pandemonium
broke out. The sound-tummy men
evidently bad an agreement that the
Chair hear It irnetiee tuition to ad-
jouru and declare it carrit.d.
Rhea was on a table. S were Folir
and Burnett and everybody that
could get a table. "I am here untilthe
Cbair recogu z ma or u -Ail hell
freezes eve' shouted Rhea.
Bill Reed, of Benton, in a tremen-
dous voice pony "et ieetieu" to the
tune of the D mx ilogy in tones that
drowned everything else. A voice
from the crowd asked if Chairman
Moss inlet ded to support the porno
nee. The Chair did not know what
Mr. Rhea wanted.
"I don't know," said the Chair. "It
may be that he wants to announce
that Cleveland is dead "
-He is fired, and as dead GS a her-
rin, I ' trawled Rees at his towhee,
and then the confusion coneluued,
with everybody on chairs and tables.
The Chair wauted to put the ques-
tion.
"Do II!" yelled Rees, "and It will
bust your convention and defeat the
nonituet I'
"Beat him It may," sail the Char,
"but I will do what I think be right."
Judge it .eyes stood by the chair
oeuuseliug arid advising him. 'Fite
Secretary enneunced time vote to be
161 against adj .urniug laud e6.for it.
Rhea was still on the table, and on
the announcement of the vote the
Crater teeogroz4d Mr. Rtes. The free
silver men h..d won. There was
quiet acid order. Rhea started on one
of his characteriatie speeches, roast-
ing the oppoeition for being aaturtutel
to see the man it had jest netnituated.
He referred to Mr. Cmeveland as the
"alleged President," mid then !poke
of the silver plank in the resolutions
he had presented.
Call of counties was now ordered
on voting for the :rem:miens as a
whole or separately, and the silver
uien Lapilli won by pretty much the
same vote, the resolutiot a beiug Of.
doted taken up as a whole.
Mr. Wheeler then moved that the
reaelatione be ad ipted as a whole-.
The eppositiou weakened anti the
resolutions were adopted uusuituous•
ly by a viva voee vote.
recommend the fel-
Dee.ocriacy of the
 101 2 3
  85 2 3
  8823
WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION
Was of value to the world by lines-
trating the improve-meta in the
mechauical arts land mount phyeichan
will tell you that the programs in
medicinal agents, has been of equal
Importance, and as a e'rengthening
laxative that Syrup of Figs is far in
Vance of all others.
Great Britain will send ten war-
ships to Kiel to take part in the cele-
bration of the opening of the North
Sea and Baltic canal.. Besides four
stripe, the United 8 •tes will be rep-
resented by Ambaseadors Bayard and
ftuuyou.
Bartien's Aroma halve.
The Best Salve in the world tot
Cuts, Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Malt
Rheum, Fever Some, 'Fetter, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
oion or money refuuned. Price516
tot ta per BO/. For bale by H. C.
Hardwick, HopkIneville Ky,
Sales by G either es West, May 15th
and 16 h, of 132 blide. as follows:
43 blids. good to tine leaf: $1350,
1300, 1100, 1025, 1000, 1050, 1200,
10 73, 11(11', 1000, 9 70, 8 00, 8 75, 8 4.1,
8 10, 7 90, 7 90, 7 73, 8 70, 9 30, 775,870
7 9, 8 00, 11 00,8 10, 7 80, 9 20, 980,860
810 8 50, 8 81, 8 00, 8 30, 9 25, 8 50, 8 50
95'), 8 40, 8 75, 8 15, 800.
26 buds medium leaf: 1690, 719
72J, 68), 74), 700,700 7 10, 7 (0, 6 10
6 10, 7 10, 7 70, 7 50, 6 10, 7 25, 6 10, 6 90
6 111. 6 4), 7 00, 7 10,7 '25. 700, 700,690
29 ithde. cenernoti leaf: 400, 5 00, 4 40
5 60, 4 10, 4 93, 4 00, 3 80, 5 90, 5 10, 5 75
6 011, 4 30, 4 90, 4 00, 5 75, 59i, 450,430
5 10, 5 40, 4 50, 4 91,4 00, 4 00, 4 50, 3 80
4 90, 4 00.
3-1 hhs. lugs and trash: $150 to
$100.
Market sot ive and stronger on good
leaf and lugs.
The gap between good and common
tobacco is sill w'de, with but little
prosp-ce ef lei closing up. Ii is but
litie consolation to holders of com-
mon tobacco to know that a good sr-
br,nkr a good price, nevertheless
it eboulit teach them a lesson to pre-
pare and order for market with much
greater rare than is now being done.
Consignments to Us shall have
prompr and careful &moo.°
ITII le: tt & W EST.
F:11 DleCOVEILY.
Among the many disenveries of
the ereserit age, none -auk higher
than the new metal si vereen, which
owing to its great durability and
cheapness is bourei to take the place
of silver in the manufacture ',of fine
tableware
Silvereee is a bee utiful white metal
will not tarnish or rust, and all goods
made from it are warranted.
We want every one to haves
elastic° to cempare sil Veneer° With
so for the next sixty days we
are geitig to give away one half dozen
Crown Sever Tea Spoons free, to
every person who will send for one
of our Terre 's Silvereen sets, contain-
ing six Tea Simone, one Sugar Shell,
one Butter Knife. If at any time
the Silvereeu .goode do not prove
satiafectm fy, return them and your
money will he refunded. Remembr
we give you the Silver Spoons.
Price of Silvereen set, $2 00.




The Hon. Pryor J Fore. of Sh3lby
county, was yesterday nominated the
Demecratic .candidate for Represen-
tative from Shelby county by a large
nisj irity over the Hon. John Botts.
Mr. Force favors Mr. McCreary for
Senator while Mr. It itte ran as an
adherent of Senator Blackburn.
Two of Kentu,ke'e Democratic can-
didates for United S:ates Senator
spoke on the currency question Sat-
urday. Senator Blackburn addressed
ail immense crowd at Glasgow and
Congressmen James B. MeCreary
splice to a large and enthusiastic
g* lierieg at Lawrenceburg.
About Wry S .u•hern cities have
appointed delegates to the Sound
Money Convention at Memphis. The
auditorium where '-he convention
will be held has a sealing capacity of
5,000.
At Bewling Green Saturday Col-
umbus lettere, aged sixty-five 3 esrs
was f und guilty of the murder ef his
half brother, Henry Puelps, and his
to iniehmeht was fixed at death.
A syndicate said to be composed of
the B Ned 0. S. W, Monon ad
Southern railway companies, bought
213 K. and 1 terminal bonds yester-
day at seventy cents on the dollar.
Statistics received at Washington
itelicate that the coffee crop of South
and Central America this year will
be about 10 per cent. short of that of
ISO I.
Count Von Katz will not fight any
more duels. Out the personal order
of Emperor William he has called all
engagements eff.
The G. A. R. Finance Cotumitte has
cetnineuced the canvass for funds to
meet the expel:Nes of the coming ea.
immanent.
The contract for street signs in
itthaville haft been awarded to the
Cineitinati Pure Aluminum Company
at $1 le a sign.
The Republicans of Oreenup,
Bracken and Fleming counties met
Saturday and instructed for Bradley
for Governor.
FocCity Collector Davidson has
flied a report with the Lexington
Council, denying that he owes the
city &dollar.
Cor..ellus Vaoderbilt denies the
report that the Vanderbilt interest
has acquirei control of the Reading
sy stem.
Almost A Riot.
Winston, N C , May 19 -Winston
came near having a riot to-niglit. It
Was oc motioned by a negro named
Arthur Tuttle, shooting Policeman
N. V. Vickers. °tie ball took effect in
the neck and another in the abdomen.
His condition Is critical. Vickers at-
tempted to arrest Tuttle, when the
latter drew a plum' and fired two shots
The negro was tweeted at once.
Threats have been made by colored
people that they would take Tuttle
out of jell to-night. If such an at-
tempt ts made, serious trouble ii^ r-
talu to follow.
VENGEANCE 'WORSE THAN POVERTY.
Swift ard Terrible.
Overtakes Three 
Poor Blood and Nerves Out ol
Black Fiends in 
Order-Take Paine's
Florida. Colery Compound.
They are Flayed Alive
1111(1 Their Bodies
Burned
For Torturing and Murdering a
White Girl.
One of the Negroes Confessed
the Horrible Crime.
F*cta,tt. the Xsw lira.
Fia., May 18 -Ope of the
most horrible Crimes that ever stain-
ed the history of this section of Flor-
ide, followed by •n I cosily horrible
vengeance, has just 'seen revealed.
The scene of the crime and swift re
tribution was in Imsfayekte, the sd-
joining county to Madison on the
south. Five days ago Miss Mamie
Armstrong, the beautiful daughter of
a prominent Lafayette county far-
mer, left her house to spend the night
with a neighbor, who lived about
two miles distant. The next day
Miss Armstrong's father went to the
house of the neigheer to bring his
daughter home, and Was surprised to
hear that nothing had been seen of
her. Mr. Armoirong alarmed the
neighbors, and vo-ses was framed'.
ately organ's el to search for the mire
sing girl. Tue woods were scoured
and the Su w•nee River dragged, but
for 36 hours the
SEARCH WAS UNSUCCESSFUL.
Finally, however, about midway
between the home of Mr. Armstrong
and the neighbor, the handkerchief
fa( the girl was found clinging to a
booth, and all around were evidences
of a desperate struggle. The search-
ers followed the trail thus indicated,
finding all along eaedencee that the
girl had been di-egged into the woods.
After proceeding fa r about a mile the
corpse of Miss Armstrong was found
In a thick clumb bushes. The body
of the girl was in a horrible condition.
Every shred ef clothing had been
torn from it. Tee lower limbs of the
girl were horr bk bruised, her head
uebed in and her eh oat cut. It was
evident that the girl had made a des
perate strugete for honor and life, for
under her unite were found pieces of
black cuticle which she had torn
from her sesallante.
After caring for the mangled corpse,
the enraged whites began a search
for the perpetrators of the fiendish
deed. Every negro cabin In the vi-
cinity weld visited, and each negro
examined to see if he bore any signs
of the struggle with Miss Armstrong.
As they spirt °ached the home of Sim
Echols, the neer° rim out and
MADE Fok THE II 0 '18,
but was stopped by a bullet, which
wounded letru slightly. The negro
was examined, and his face found to
be scratched. rfbrestened with in-
stant death, the negro confessed that
he, with Sam Crawley and John
Brooks had dragged Miss Armstrong
into tbe woods and assaulted and
murdered her. le .hols said that they
kept the girl for e4 hours before kil-
ling her. For the greater part of the
time Miss Arm eroeg was uncon-
scious, the negroes s Having se-
cured the negroes implicated by
Echole, the white men proc4eded
with the three fiends to a dense
swamp on the Su wauee river. They
lere 
MADE TO SUSFER TORTURE
similar to that they had inflicted on
the girl. Just what manner of death
was meted out to the negroes is not
positively known, but it is reported
that they were flayed alive and then
burued. The scene of the crime and
tripple lyccbing Is near large ph is-
phate mines, in which are employed
many negroes of the worst class.
Outrages of white women have not
been infrequent, and in the last six
months 12 negroes have been
lynched in that vicinity. Tne while
people are terribly aroused and swear
that their wives and daughters shall
he protected if they have to declare a
war of ixternilnatlon on the regroes.
To have perfect b-elth you must
have pure blood, at ‘1 the best wa%
to have r ure blood is to take HoLd's
Sarsapartila.
THE ASSESSOR.
.1 Comparison of Valuations for
the Past Two Years.
The City Aerie s•or, Mr It. M. Hurt,
has :given Us a synopsis of the as-
sessed valuation of city property, also
the number cf eligible voters in the
city, with a comparison of the two
years past. While the assessor's
work is now completed, it is yet sub-
ject to the approval of the Board of
Supervisors, This report shows that
its I1193 the property assessed on
whites was $1,599,153; on colored
$11215.3-total $1,710,346. In Beg, nu
whites, *1.752,635; on colored, $128,950
-total, $1,881,585. In 1895, on whites,
$1,816,762; colored, $132,(175 -total, $1,•
94t1,837.
Tao :poll list shows that in 1593
there were 701 whites listed and 619
colored; in 1894 there were S'XI whites
and 66i colored, while iu 1595 the in-
increase In the whites is still greater
and the colored column still decreas-
ing. It shows 873 white and till
colored.
Mineral Water.
A large number of people make fre-
quent trips out to Mr. Walter Rae-
singtou'a borne, near Julien, to test
the mineral water lately discovered
there. Mr. Romington, while boring
a well in his yard, struck a magnifi-
cent stream of some kind of mineral
water that is proving very beneficial
to those who have tested it. No
analysis has yet been made, but the
water is supposed to be something
like the Cerulean stream, though it is
said by seine to be very much strong-
er. Mr. It tevington has sent • saw
isle of the water off to have it atialy z-
ed and expects to report its proper-
ties in a few days,
The United States Department of
Agalculture has established at the
Tuskegee I Istituto, Tuskegeo, Ala-
bama, a det»t for a scientific hives-
tIg•tion of this composition and coo-
lie, tea cit ( 'oil among the negroes
11...ce Belt of th u:le,
Among all the stuctures that make
up the human body: the nerves have
been until recently the last under-
* t oohde.T
roll of the nerves in the diges-
tion amid assimilation of food is a
highly important one. The question
whether the frail shall nourish or be-
come a mere lord upnm the system is
a wiestian of nerve force.
Neglect to satisfy the demands
made by the nervous system carries
heavy penalties. When the nervous
force is exhausted the digestive pro-
cesses arts bstructed, the body is
weakeued and pains of neuralgia,
indigestion, rhecenstietu, invade its.
parts. During repose (be nerves and
great nerve centers feed upon the nu
trill,. material that is stored in the
blood and ilsouoi. It is when this
supply c f nouri.hrneut is prompt and
abundant that the nervous system is
able to recuperate, but when the sys-
tem has become too tired to appro-
priate sufficient nourisbment and the
nerves too rehatly to get the rest they
need, that best of all blood purifier,
nerve foods, and nerve regulators,
Paine's celery compound should be
given at once.
P•itit'e celery compound has
brought health, strength and freedom
(min nervous weekneve to thousands
of tared w..wek, "run down" men,
reel trickly children. It makes them
able to sleep soundly, to digest their
food perfectly, and to win back
health, sod slrength. The tired brain
and nerves are rebuilt and their wast-
ed parts repaired during sleep, and
where uervoueneee, irratability, and
inadequate nutrition of the the nerve
centers do not permit Duni ierit sleep,
nervous prostration, lassitude and
despondency are sure to follow.
Peinee celery compound guards
against all this by promptly feeding
the exhausted nerves and making the
blood pure, abundant and nourishing.
It cures neuralgia, rheumatism, dy-
spepsia, all forms of nervous weak-
ness, despondency, skin diseasee,
and affections of the heart, liver and
kidneys. It sends pure vitalised
blood to every organ and thus makes
people well. Pattie's, celery com-
pound has found its way originally
through prescriptions by phyeicianr.
into every city and smallest •killags
In the country
It would be very difficult to find a
man or woman of mature ego who
has not either been helped by this
remarkable remedy or has heard of
its marvelous properties at first-hand
from come enthusiastic friend or rela-
tive.
Paine's celery compound is the
only great popular remedy that phy-
sicians of every school proscribe for
disorders of the blood and nerves.
Says Mrs. Kate Manuel, 216te lid
ave., Minneapolis, whoa* picture is
above:
"I have been greatly beneetted by
Paine's celery compound. I haw*
taken six bottles of the wonderful
remedy, and recommend it to all who
are afflicted as I was. For years I
have suffered from inilgestion, and
know not how to give due thinks for
the relief that I have received wnlie
taking Paine's oelery compound. My
son-In-law has taken two bottles for







Fair Hands Scatter Fra-
grant Offerings Above
the sacred Dust.
Capt. Bell ()Oilers an Appro-
priate Address.
The graves of the unknown Confed-
erate dead at Hopewell Cr enstery re•
eeived their annual tribute of flowers
Ssturriay ; and above their dust the
soldiers of the younger generation
tired the three salutes.
The occasion was the eighth annual
recurrence of the anniversary of the
Latham monument's dedication, and
the rerenioniee were no less appro-
priate and impressing than those ot
preceediug years. The loyalty of the
ladies df the Confederate Memorial
Association, their daughters, is BO-
ehlike0y the passing tie-indeed
the yeah. as they go seem to add to
their seal in the work au.' etretiartheu
their devotion to the memory of the
heroes who have gone.
Ned blerriwether Blvouac with the
wives and daughters of its tuetnbers
rutertalurd all vleitiug Confederate
veteraus and the.r families at
Moayou'a hall Saturday, serving a
most elegant dinuer.
After the feast the veterans and
their families spent an hour or 
more
in a pleasant social reunion. Then
the procession formed and took u
p
the march to the cemetery. Ward's
Military Baud marched at the head
followed by the military company
the college cadets, members of the
Bivou&c, arid a long line of carriages.
With steady step and firm the old
heroes moved on to the strains of the
solemn music.
At the cemetery the military form-
ed in front of the monument, present•
lug arms, while the veterans passed
before the eoletun shalt with uncov-
ered heads. A baud of little girls
burnt their sweet voices In a song at
the same titne scattering tl iwers over
tue sacred 'mot around the monu-
ment. A. C. Biddle then pro-
unuuctd a touching amid appropriate
prayer. Miss Small Rust recited a
feeling poem, the sentiment of which
was in harmony with the ..eoccasion
sod environments. .
Judge W. P. Wiufree then ascend-
ed the stand awl in a brief and appro.
propriate introductory speech pre-
etuted Captale C. 1). Bell who had
been selected by the Bivouac to de-
liver the oration of the day.
Crept. Bell came forward amid ap-
plause, in which his old companions
in arms were joined by the ladies.
nd this offered an opportueity to
indulge, at the outset in his ream ks,
in a tender and touching tribute to
the women of the South, illustrated
by incidents of campaigns and battle-
field where their bravery and devo-
tion had been so often proved. It had
neon said that the Eoutbern soldier
went forth to do battle "for what be
believed to be right." This half apol
ogetic expression was too much of a
concession; they went to the front for
principles that were deeper than
BELIEF and stronger than 111FitIe-
eioxs; they took up arms for what
tney KNEW TO BE RIGHT. The argu-
ment that might makes right was re-
futed by numerous lessons from hire-
tory and even by the high authority
of scripture. Capt. Bell's tribute to
the high character of the Confederate
soldiers, his lofty impulses, his pure
purpose*, his intrepid daring and his
chivalric nature, was an eloquent
passage. In conclusion the speaker
referred touchingly to the diminish-
ing number of the veterans; year af-
ter year they are growing fewer and
falling from the ranks, and urging
ihe survivors to be prepared for the
inevitable summons by an unfalter-
ing faith in the God of all battiest.
It Is But Natural.
No man in Hopkinsville enjoys a
better reputation for honest fair
dealing and bottom prices on hts
goods than does B. J. Matthews, the
Ninth Street Cirooer. Mr. Matthews
has been here for several years aoci
in his business relations with our
citIzeus has not only built up a large
and lucrative business, but has made
many warm friends, and that his
enterprise on Ninth Street should be
a success is but natural, as he also
believes that a nicely displayed "ad"
yields good results. ges his card in
another column.
George Smoot Dead.
George Smoot, formerly a citizen
of tbis county, who moved to Arkan-
sas several years ago, died on tbelith
Inst. at his home of typhoid fever.
He was at one time deputy aseemor
under 1: ,wood Jagoe, and was highly
respected by all who knew him. Ha
was a brother-in-law of J. R. Mills,'
of the Manitou country -Madison-
ville Hustler.
Mr. Smoot was a nephew of 24 rs.
W. B. Lander, of this city, and wee
well known by a large number of
Christian county people, having 01)00
lived in this section.
Cure For Headache.
As a remedy for all forms of Head-
ache Electric Bitters has proved to
be the •erit best. Iftects a permanent
cure and the most dreaded habitual
sick headache yield to its influent's.
We urge all who are slThoted to pro-
cure a bottle, amid give this remedy
a fair trial. In mom of habitual
constipation Electric Bitters curse
by giving the needed Loos to tbe
bowels, and few otiose long resist the
Use of this wed clue. Try It urn*.
Lam 1,...11.-§ only Fifty mats al
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Pee coinage oflooth s
ilver and gold, a
bimetallic standard, will 
have a say
in regacd to the fi
nancial plank in the
Dossocrattc platform whi
ch will be
adopted' at the national 
convention In
t bey represent a m
ajority of
the member, of theD
emocratio party,




them in asking that their 
wishes be
reepected when the 
convention to
nouutuate a enstwildate for
 President
of these United States i• 
held next
year As far back as 
1877 the Demo-
crats in the national Hous
e of Repre-
sentatives voted ten 
to one in
favor of tree 
coinage of
bei h silver and go
ld. Again.
in 1890, they voted 8 to 
1 in favor of
; and in the United Sta
tes Senate
every Democratic vote wa
s cast for
be propoeition. In 1891 th
e United
Settee Senate again voted 
on the
queetiom and fully nine-ten
ths of the
Democratic Senators voted t
he same
way. In 1892 there was an
other vote
in the lower branch of 
Caugroes, ID
which the Democratic memb
ers had
the handsome ru•jerity of tw
enty-one
in favor of the proposition. 
At other
times Democratic support 
has been
given to the bi-metallic caus
e with
suffLient force to commit the 
party
to that *cued financial 
doctrine
Hence the bi metallic; 
standard
should be one of the most i
mportant
planks in the next national 
Demc-
<trade platform, and very like
ly will
be.
While some of the members of Mr
Cleveland's Cabinet are trying 
hard
to dodge the nomadsl question
 the
real supporters of the administrat
ion
in the Etatern States, the organ
ized
gold CtIOnometalIiets and their co
horts
the members of the Reform Club
,
and all the agencies, that speak fo
r
the single gold standard are makin
g
a straight out fight for the single gol
d
standard.
President Cleveland ,hlmeelf is no
t
dodgiug. Hie letter to the Chic
ago
gotd-bugs says the issue has bee
n
narrowed down, and although be
talks in a vague and hazy way about
"sound" money and "safe" currency,
he leaves too room for doubt that be
regards the siuele gold standard as
the only "eetacd" and "este" finan-
cial plan.
lu spite of the organized money
power webelie•e hi-metallic plank
will be placed to the Democratic na-
tional platform.
m 'et Important relation, 
and hsving
other sources of streugth 
and pros-
perityns sure to become • 
potent tee-
tor in the adjustscieut and 
diet r net-
tied of the commerce of 
the world
while it le true that she
 has emly
made a beginuine com
pared with
such countries as these Iht
ited Sestet;
and Great Britain, but it is 
ahegiii•
fling that carries with it a
n assurance
of ratid progress. The peo
ple are in-
telligent, thrifty and ente
rprising;
the Government is well 
established
and well conducted, and in 
the na-
ture of things these cone
htions are




lesuator Daniel Voorheee, the tall
sycsmore of the Wabash, has recent-
ly been interviewed on the money
question, rod talk. in the following
torceful uneauer in favor of the free
ceinage of both silver and gold:
"I do not regret the agitation of the
silver question. Sooner or later it
has to tee definitely settled whether
ybe laboring, producing people of this
couutry can be bullied out of one-half
of their debt-paying money or
whether they will stand up like free
men amid protect and defend the
money named and provided in the
cocatItution—gold and silver both—
not one of the precious metals alone,
but both, and on terms and condi-
none as to coinage and use of abso-
lute equality. This is the question
immediately before us and DO better
tens than now will ever be found for
its settlement.
"Nor have I any fear for the future
strength and harmony of the Demo-
cratic party. .Some men may discard
Its principles and abandon its organi-
',Atm, but °Ler* will take their
places. .1 have been in favor of free
eel:time of silver at the ratio fixed by
Jefferson all my life, and whatever
others may do, I shall never abandon
my principles for my party. I am
not unmindful of the vague cry now
raised about 'sound money,' boneel
money,' and it causes me to glance
back over the career of silver in
American history. I discover that
Washington, J. ffsrson, Hamilton,
J din Marshall and Monroe indorsed
silver money as sound and honest
ahd fits Millie 'NW/ Were efitettlitled
hteitshilli the nilei Important
he WI iiiitioltee trial, yowill
kW, bg ifeeneottitilay, Wolotter,
flelhoso and dietingmlehitti stalwart+
of 'kilo eamnicy,
Mtn, free end oalloolted eeleene of
ones« as full legal tender money cod
as the stsedard of values and the unit
uf manual and payment, without •
word of international agreement on
the foul ject, will put this country on
a silver basis, then we were on such
a battle every day and hour from the
Inmate of the first coinage het in
April 1792, until the demonetization
art of February, 187e. a pet' ocl of 81
yeah., during which we rose from
weakness to the foremost rank among
the tatteds of the eerth."
1..&DiT'S BRIGHT FUTURE.
The leading Japaneee say that their
tenantry has no desire to- further mil-
Miry conquest, tont is 1111110110 to ID-
' SPUN ken widget' and extend her
trade, The advantage, that Japan
toisommeli lit Ihie teetotal ato rush Is
141,146110 la looking far a large meow
mt« et weeps, Oho Mae ahead, made
tomark chic prayer' In the develans
MINI of her mama', and. 'Implied
herself with most of ilate Intast fssill-
limo for resehlug the beerresults, Jo
many kinds of noanufaotories, she is
Sot excelled by any other country so
far as skill and general excellence
are concerned; and the business alail-
Py of her merchants Is pushing her
products into markets where they
• .4' Alive heretofore been practically •s-
al'. trilby/tn.
-ee
Meek Aare no cotton spinning ;In
Tenon n 187e; pow she has over 500,-
009 s_pindles In operation, and the
production of cotton garde has in-
creased in the last five years at an
ouprecedented rate. This is one of
1.4 many examples of industrial progress
i that might be cited, all tending' to
confirm the view that this new cono-
v .petitors for the trade of other nations
ta one not to be !tightly considered.
; . Her chief advantage lies in the abun-
e. o mace and chespnese of her labor. The
average wages are sight cents a day
aud a day means twelve hours. It
laioalL that Japanese laborer's fami-
ly will live well on what an Ameri-
can fouoily wastes; and the cost of
clothing and other necessary articles
Is much tees over there than in these
Uuited Stet ow It is easy to trailer-
/stand that a nation thus favored in a
werssr-esseitemasiersiwow,..ur
Governor Hastings, of 
nsyi.
vauis has vetoed au impor
tant sot of
the 1.gielature giving 
nierried wo-
men the same control over
 their sep-
aratmeal estate that is ex
ercised by
married men. To give 
married wo-
men this power he says,
 "is to invite




tives, and to afford new 
opportunities
to the itluerant spec
ulator c n the
credulity and inexperien
ce of the
people." The "new wo
man" should
immediately brlug herse.f 
to bear
with great vim upon the 
sour, ',rib-
bed, woman hatiog old
 fellow who
thus questions the capa
city of women
to manage their own 
business.
The Baltimore 4 in earn
( the his-
toric battle fields of the
 Civil War
are to be turned into n
ational parks,
it should be done iu such 
a manner
as not to perpetuate the 
bloody chasm
and awaken sectional 
hatred. The
very desirable end, it th
ink!, could
be reached by making 
petted of the
battle fields of Manassas
, of the Sev-
en Days Battle in the 
Wilderness, of
Fredericksburg slid of oth
er fields
whereon the Confederates 
won vic-
tories, as well as those 
where the
Federal armies prevailed.
 This ele a
very timely suggestion and 
should be
adopled
The new State Constitution
 to be




many respects. It limits t
he num-
ber of State cfneials as m
uch as poi-
Obi., dispensing with a 
Lieutenant
Governor, and the I. ogisla
ture will
consist of sixty-three wen:tee
m One
clause prohibits the State fro
m con-
tracting a debt of over $100,
000, and
State, county or municipali
ty will
not be permitted to lend its 
credit to
any enterprise. Women are
 to have
exactly the same political p
rivileges
as men. There can be but 
little doub
of the adoption of the Co
nstitution,
and Utah will probably be
 a tut:-
fledged State early in the w
inter.
The United States Supreme
 Court
has decided that all Meers
 end mei]
in the army and navy, as
 well as
those in the militia while in
 the tier-
vies of the United Slates, are
 at all




be set aside or reviewed by ci
vil tri-
bunals on writs of baberea 
corpus.
That is to say, when a man ent
ers the
army or navy he ceases to be •
 clCzen
in the sense of having the right 
to ap-
peal to the civil court., and is 
bound
to submit to the military code 
under
all cireumstancee.
Those citizens who basteued to pa
y
will have some trouble in ge
tting
their money back since the law 
wee
dec:ared to be void. It is stated t
hat
the United States Treasury De
part-
ment is not authorized to refund 
it,
and suits will have to be entere
d
against the Federal Government,
 or
an act of Coogrest will have to b
e
passed, before the amount preu
ra-
turely paid on incomes can be re
-
covered.
That periodical dispatch to the 
ef-
fect that Mr. Carlisle is • ;candidat
e
for the Senate is out in a new spr
ing
dress. Mr. Carlisle is Secretary 
of
the Treasury, and will so remain 
un-
til the end of the Cleveland admie
is-
trade°, when he may go back to II'
 e
Senate if his views suit Keutuck
y
Democrats.
The Northern farmers migrating
South will do their share toward
s
giving more variety to the produc
-
tions of that fine region. Some en
-
terprising Yankee settlers in Moor
e
county, North Carolina, have been
making a success with pine-apple
s
grown in the open air, and they clai
m
that they can raise in North Cart:hies
every kind of fruit grown in Cali-
fornia.
In the recent North Carolina city
and town elections the Populist cane
didatee were badly defeated, notwith •
standing the fact that the laws wer
e
so changed by the last Legislature as
to give them decided advantages,
liverybody is for "sound money.'
What superion right have the advo-
cates of gold .to the title "Pound
money men?" If the issue was be-
tween "sound money" amid uneourd
money who would advocate the lat.
let?
Hon. Burk- e Cockran, by his bold
and fearless course In part 1101f packed
by a mind of inefeellutie reenutemo
slid ritainfleal bower, of the higli•si
order, ha. Won the title of tiro«
dimmest' toerwell "
wmessimaresswisesmi
The aillottil Mont of Uteri brit tin
I. uQW Oily a trillion 4;t8144 0001°001 Of
000$83 000.000,000,• reduotion io
tweuty years of t100,000,000, or about
$500,000,000.
In the language of Artenous Ward,
Dr. Meade seems to bays made "a
egregious ass of his self'
The colon tree that give the Demo-
cratic minorithse in Kentucky Brooke
at Owens bore.
The victories In Cuba are owing al-
together which side has the which
has the wives.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,/
Loose Lootaty. 
1sir
Frank 1 Cheney makes oath that
he is the senior partner of the lirnt of
V , j, Camay è (20„ doing Maltreat) In
the only of Toledo, soup!), Mid State
aforesaid, and that said Pm will 'lay
the sum sit One Hominid Initiate for
*ash and every mom of Claterth
esouot he cured by the Nee sot elall'.
Vatarth Cure,
FRANK J
Sworn to before me mud sutooritird
In my preseneo, this nth day of De-




Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces o: the system
Send for testimonial free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Prop's, To-
ledo, 0.
Sold by druggists, 75e. 3
Sent to Hopkinsville.
W. T. Staff-rd, the man who was
brought here from the Iteckfield vi.
cinity Saturday morning violently
insane, was tried before Judge Settle
Saturday afternoon. The jury quick-
ly adjudged him of unsound mind
and be was taken to the Western
Kentucky asylum at Hopkiusville.—
Pare City Daily Times.
••••
REV. C. P. 111100k S
says that his little girl is troubed with
malaria very severely, and that since
he gave her Sulpher Bitters, he nev-
er thinks of leaving New York for
his summer resort without a few
bottles, for they always cure his fam•








I.' nttkitig up the 
qu.stons of the
eurtent year, the Stale 
B3RDI of Es-




the. desert) of the law 
,that teachers In
the public sehoole 'Ahm
ed be fully pre•
pared to give set us 
he ad ilisient
instruction in every ren
elo pre-etib-
ed; that they shoun 
reslIze the iu-
of Ito • ; a it that Ceutitt
R wade ef Fee/1111P 1 
insist 111.011 $t
close attelition too on P
U1 j ett as to an-
wher. Much corn M
ita his heed
rn•dto that the old lei
:elm:cot to regard
certain thiulte a -"r'11 
slid re here
as neorely coeopienen
tat y or incident-
al still °better ; and 
(bat what ;schen
acterisA in heinely 
hr-tee as gond
een-reurid" 11011 TUC. IOU 
aid drill is
far front Wog the r
ule. The it Ira-
f101s as to the releil
ve educistional
value of s'udies le a 
IllOntentoos one,
bow fortunately in 
dergoing in Ibis
country serious abet th
oughtful luvet•
thretiou mud dircuse
ion; tiu . it is not
withiu the province at 
State or Couto
ty B lards to determi
ne (-v.11 10 con-




must obtain the State'i 
license to take
charge of her comm311 
eCh3011. The
branches specititti by law 
are, to the
exteut to which they 
are to be pur-
sued, fundsmentre, Kea 
a teacher
•hould be so thoroughly
 versed ill
each that there will be to
' tendency to
develop into the "arit
hmetic crank,"




iu a field that ri quires 
sheet) all others
the well bsienced and *del t d
ole mint!.
If the foundation laid in
 the common
echoole is bully, the 
superstructure
of the ster life can uot b
e strong and
symmetrical ; and it is du
e to tbe
that none of the futel
atneutals
alluded to be riighted. 
A wrong is
iLtlieied upon him wheat 
they are
slighted.
It has occurred to us 
that one of the
most serious defects in cur
t ent teach
lug is the partial neglect 
of the lan-
guage stedlee and exerciser
., opening,
reading, writeng and co
meositioo ;
and while in the questIo
es for the
year twilit:1g wel be giv
en prone-
rieuce, the tests ou these Points •
toe given their due importa
tre, and
county bards are respectfully
 urged
to require their Direful 
consideration
as to time allotted easels essmi
nation
and as to credits allowed.
Technical grammar, arithmet
le,
geography, history and phyei
ology
will not ne :toss regarded than 
hereto-
fore, but will be mere conoistent, 
one
ruonth with another, end nette
r cal-
culated to treat the applicann
e fa
wiliarity therevitn and hie judg
ment
as to preueiplee, carets ann 
applica-
tion; while arenetbing more 
than the
customary ienportauc.e will be 
given
to the civil government and t
o the
science and art of teaching—the 
lab-
ter UAW required by law to
 take Its
place ou eamennation with the schoo
l
branchee, and to be grened,with t qual
care.
We deprecate *totting that savor
s
of "craneniug for exemination ;"
 but
we should be r. stiles of duty to those
who wish toeuter upon the impertati
t
work of teachiue, (or 10 continu
e
thereon,), if we pliou:d fail to indic
ate
our views as to the necessity of care-
ful attention to every branch, and ap
-
pear to have misled them by bringing
them without fair wernieg face 
to
face with a series; f question.; making
those 'Defenses' deuesnds which ar
e
Imperative if we wish to make some
gala each year iu the ofileleucy of die
teaching force.
As will be Inferred, it le well the
e
In reviewing or proereutrug the wor
k
In which wally of you are now en
-
gaged in training schools, or privat
e
study, you ezetuita with meter 
per-
tie,ularity toe chapter on orthography
as found in ynor practieal graimin
tr ;
that you not all that is fcund in the
writing books it, general uee; that in
compoeition yoo ooeseler with 'amen
Cafe puncluttloro, capitaliziog, para-
graphing—in ehert all that relates t
o
good form as well as cerrectoese of
expreselon. Compesitieu is en Im
-
portant that every tesch•r ought 
to
make special study of *omit work no
t
prescribed for ute in the conuroon
seboote ; as InelloaeCompoeition and
Rhetoric, flonnelee Cons pone Ion, Bat-
tette School leegligh, etc. J 3 addi-
tion to a thleougn sec qoalotanee w
ith
the adopted text-books on Civil Gov
-
ernment, the ConetetritIon of the
United States and the Constitution of
Kentucky should be well nroderetood
as to their inner ostensiete provisions.
S roomy reeles•• have been made
by those who drone to apply during
the present year for State certificate
and State diploma for us to designate
some good text-baoks to be used 'n
reviewing the higher branches re-
quired, in order thnt they may not he
publected to the unneceesaley expeeee
of purchasing works which:they have
In hand, that we indicate some which
are deemed good and sum lent,
01 110t 10 11P 'referred that Manila
etsbilertl Writhe sill be blond is alit
fer ttilitsflittly tit Ito lie 11101410d" Its
liveliest lint Ottlijorele liteelted Upon it
feels liatn11011. 1,1 1111
eralurs, leirewle New Itiethry 01 PAL
110 sud A111.1 01111 itil01111 11,1
Meant ;lit the *Memel rood olet
tesebitig loud psychology, White'.
Salon! Monovalent, Pi either Rad -
mebtary P•yeholoye, eol Roark'.
Psycho ogy in Jeluoation are admir-
able; in algebra, and medern treatise
of the academic grade, will serve
your purport., in gornetry, Steele,
Wells or Wentworth, and in Ledo,
a fsnaillarity with any standard
grammar, in conuectIon with (Icier
aid Virgil, with suffice.
The deep interest now belug mstii-
tested in she tescherte voesuini, and
the inereeelrg number of ocholarly
and arnhitintia men and women, win'
are looking forward to this werk are
indicative of letter things for 
the
Immure) loehoten at d etteouraging to
us who innh with met is concern for
elfldlifiCP of improvement. A wide•
sweat, well-1 ;clipped teacher, Im-
bued with the stoat), bin «mime, is
ItIt11011111111.11110 111 every italararli,With
ihrowti awisp.parhape wore« that'
1,111 1111011, file 1411110.01 110110110011P0 la
It1111W1i away, If you are etriviote fair
nolo ennellenele We are &
lug volt a
service whet, WG 111•Ist ttisisu a hltglitgt
atatirlant 111 de 0 lit iiI10 attainment,
and II is you to whew thie Is 60
dressed.
Reepectfulle,
leo Peters:it Thom esow,
JAS, H. 1141...A,
4'. A. Leona Ito,
Hate Board of Examiners.
Twenty Years Proof.
Tutt's Liver Pills keep the bow-
els in natural motion and cleanse
the sys.vm of all impurities An
absolute cure for sick headache,
dyspepsia, sour stomach, con-
stipation and kindred diseases.
"Can't do without them"
R. P. Smith, Chilesburg, Va.
writes I don't know hOw I could
do without them. I have had
Liver disease for over twenty
years. Am now entirely cured.
Tutt's Liver Pills
Dr. PrIce's Cream Raking Pq.edear
Weir, Pair nistwit wed& sad ur somas.
Is Your
Blood Pure
If it is, you will be s
trong, 
INCOME TAX.
cue, full of life and am
bition; you ON THilHAiTAX MOT
H
MORGAN VOID
will have a good appeti
te and good
digestion; your bleep will
 be sound
and refreehing; your ne
rvier will he Th
strong; you will have litt
le need to
fear disease in any form
. 
I stitutional in
But how few can say th
at their ator Says the Sit-
blood ie pure! How m
any people
are suffering daily from 
the CO1lee-










and enriches the blood. 
Therefore,
it is the medicine for you
.
It will give you pure, 
rich, red
blood and strong nerves.
It will overcome that tir
ed feeling,
create an appetite, give 
refreshing
bleep and make you strong.
Is not this just what you 
want?
Then take Hood's Sarsapa
rilla. It











A large crowd attended 
the 'lock
wee by the Church Hill O
range Iwo
Friday. A [moodfi tent d
inner was
spread and all present em
 oyei this
feature, and the reputation
 of that
neighborho d for hospitality 
was
well sustained
The following is a report o
f the
s des lied this prices obtain
ed.
N ADAMS.
etter to littnith, $ 
21 01
1 cow toneirard, 
22 00
C S C01.4:44AST.
1 cow to Myer's, $ 14 
51e
14 41 II 
2,1.00
2 heifers to Myers te $10. 
20 00
2 fat cows to Girard (ii g33, 
66 00
1 cow to 
28 00
6 steers to Meseley, 
75 00
1 co • to 
28.00
2 calves to m ensure 
850
1 Jersey cow toi I. Reed, 
19 00
F C1411PF •
1 steer to beyere, 
13 CO., •
heifer to 0' 
14 00
1 cow to Buckner, 4.5 (In
1 steer to 
t4 11 00
1 heifer to " 
23 60




e cows In Wit here,
e A
j steer too tl• seleth
if-r etiser,
I cow
milch cy to si.y ug
I. 1, 1.n4Onhn
1 cow to II ....eller. 4In 0
0
2 steers to eiyer• re tR, 
le 00
I, het fete to 
45 00
1 heifer to 11 g, 
500
1 " ereue, 
14 50
1 cow to P trier, nta e0
2 bent I., 111 " s 110 el el 
OP
1 bull to .1) Cr., 11 2
4
13 eile:Vee to Grubb. to $3 
5 00
1 bull to It W. S ester 
20 00
A M. ureter
2 oxen to Witberi et $19
1 steer to Buckuer,
2 heifers to J. M. Adam*,




w. s VIER( E.
1 COW to Moseley,
I h-her to ti
I cow to Buckner,
2 heifer to "
1 steer to M D King,
E. D JONES.
1 bull to Moseley,






4 11 14 11
2 heifers "Smith, "
3 tt Myers, "
10 steers" Crutch, /1
3 " " Bosley, '0
2 steer." " "
J R CAUDLE.
6 steers to Biekoer or $33
ri heifers to Moeeley " 90
9 steers to Pierce " 16.25
.1. D CLARDY Lk SON.
1 COW to tirookner
11 1 41
6 steers to Moseley sr $27,
1 heifer to Buckner,
1 " " Smith,
1 14 11 C
. rox.
2 steers " Moseley,
v. W. WEST.
5 s'eari to Johnson 14,4 sg,
eow to M








gooier', to Sitillii 1114riO
VbINT (Allah
1 steer to Moseley
heifer to "


















6 00, 27 00

























I steer sod heifer to Myers, 3
0-00
2 Jersey steers to Myers'
2 little steers, T. M Brodie
 11.(0
1 heifer to Myers 1000
1 old cow to Withers 
22 00
1 fat cow to Buckner 
4000
E.ght head of young mules an
d
horses changed hand., amounti
ng in
the aggregate to $49
2.
ELEGANT
Reception (then lit Mel-
I'OM(' Mouldy Evening,
The Ilsoloplor fdalde Onto gave their
IitieI reetspilatt last 110001111, al Mel'
rose, iltis liesuliful home uf Mr, cod
Mr.. Mentor. If the measure of 
sutt-
ees. is the enjoyment of their guests
inn the pleasure they were able IQ
give their friends, then the girls have
Ivory reason to congratulate them-
selves, for no event of like character
has occut red in Hopkins•ille for
years which was more highly enjoy
-
ed. The attendance was large and
the gathering a most fashionab
le one,
many visitors being present from
neighboriug cities. Tee ciosturpes
worn by the ladles were in exquisite
taste and added to the beauty of the
scene. It was not until a late hour
that the guests coild take their de-
parture from a scene of so much hap
•10-
To Hang.
The jury in the celebrated Phelps
case at Bowling Green returned •
verdict Saturday evening fixing the
death penalty. Phelps will be the
filet and only white man ever hung





nation is a Grave
One.
Left in a State of %%reek is the





Wariblaigton, May 2:I —The 
Income
tax decielou, Its effect upon th
e reve-
nues mud the probabilities of an 
ex.ra
session of ('ougrees to provide 
means
for supplying the deficit 
were the
chief tut jicts of discussion in
 filial
and political circles to day. S
enator




Senate, reed the decielon pres
euto d a
very grave situation, aud he 
did not
care to give an extended o
pinion el
Is effect!, as the rut.) set woul
e probe
bly come b• tire the Set a 
e.
"13-sidee," eau, he, "1 do not c
are
to hold a post mortem. I am
 not a
Coroner. Iu a witthell, I 
will say,
however, that the deceitful leave
s the
taxing powers of the eiever
nment in
a rtate of wreck, It wil
l reqeire a
long time for us to gather up t
he frag-
ment.. Priociples of taestion
 which
were considered well settled, a
re torn
up by this decision."
o'How will the questiou come 
up in
the Stoats 7"
"In conLection with the T
reatiou
of refuuding the $75 000 already 
col-
lootod and the refund of the co
tton,
whisky, beer and tobacco taxes.
 All
these it.aes are es amoh direct ta
x-s
a• the tax on personality, and
 as un-
eouutitutioual, eccorliog to the dec
is-
ion of the Supreme Court. The m
em-
bers of tbe court, as lawyers of
ten do,
were seeking a ground for titece
dente
and aucant opinions. They d.
d not
hesitate to overrule recent decIsio
ue,
and Justice Shireue did not hesit
ate to
reverse his own opinion of a m i
ntl.
ago, but old opinions and old
 deelt-
ions they arto held sacred a
s though
the value of clecieionr, like wlue, in
orpaapd wide agee'
AllOver Kentucy.
The fourth anon ti Sate Con
ven-
tion of the Ming'e ,T)Aughters en
d
Sons is in progrept In L,uieyllls.
Frank Woods, a Ie kionten carpen
ter, has fellett tieir to $62,000.
Winchester police haws a G:ew qatt
may lead to the cap ure of
non's murderer or ruurdereee.
Robertson county, at present, Is all
torn tip o7er the l'fi tor question, aud
w hether oe not toe priihibition law
shall he repealed will be dlecided toe
15 h of negt month.
Dr. William 0. Perry, for many
years a resident physician of Burgle,
this state, died at St. Joseph's Ho
s-
pital In Lekingtea rieeterqsy. Dr.
Perry hut been a sufT•rer for leGany
years, though he continued practice
until recently.
Dr. C. /Conte', f r•nnerly of Ieoring-
ten, has received the appoIntru•nt of
House osrenn at the Nf•nhettan
Eye and ,Ear Hospital in Wew
City.
The Sunday paper which le to
make its eppearance in Lexington
neet ittutteay or the eltinday follow
-
ing is to he galled the Argonaut, Pt-
0c'1 T Yerneworth, managing editor
of the Press Transcript, Is to be 
the
editor and manager of the Arronat
it
At Somerset, Pulaski eounty
,
glare]] Fork Mining and Coal Corn
patty teas sold at poblic sale by order
or the enure, and was Narchase,,/ be e
 day telegraphed alt collectors 
if lo-
T. Wade, f Lxingtnti. 
me price tenni, reveries t (err
/1'rd at once to
pold by Mr. S:ade was $10 COO. 
tile ells ie all lie, nue tit* re'orns assi
everythirg else pertaining to the tax
Hamilton Nettle, a farmer resIdIrg
at College Hill. near Ric
hmond, and
finally, consisting of wife and ten
others, were poisoned by eating
canned app'e cobbler.
Gen. Hisle, a farmer, was foun
d
dead in his 00fDfl•Id near Ghent
 with
a bullet hole through his head. I
t is
supposed he committed suicide on
accoent ofnenancial troubles.
Sere GROWN'S FIRST KILLING.
A Nevada Desperado W
hose Career at
CrItoss Wag Started by a Bully.
'At toy first meeting with Seel
Drown, the famone de eperrelo, he did
nie rat honor that few inen %senile care
'o receive.' situWeer Pareer, an 
old
emu Normlate ."11.• irititi 1 hiei elf to
541 my threelitie eettipturion on is tw
lays' Startle eititliey, 1 wee a 
•
olil 0111  itortithin *Oh ti th50ai11lid ill
.1 horses trails It listi.. biliiiiial motile
tont es thilileriip As I
Atter eppielle hhie 'peel Ii bingo till
tletplIng ell the Itelitiltie of 
re,,
4404 if I wee to V neither 
City
1 answered P41 1111,1 1111 S
olit:
" '1 rOC141111 1'11 go 41111141 with you.
" M411111 Brown, ' eolith!.
 
'.layhe you don't beet/ 111t11 11 (1111111,11'111rO Iii
eil1CO hearing niy nun v, lint 1 reekou
we'll travel along together all right.'
Will, there wasn't anything to be
said but 'All right; jump aboard,' and
SaIll Drown, %vier carpetbag 11J hi-
hand and his pistols bulgrtie meter to
,
eoat, came out to lb.' wagon anil took lin
seat beside me. Ilt1 UTUTell a civi
l
snongii companion, and wo get through
to Virginia City nil right, with nobody
▪ on tee way. Ile hail taLeu attire
3 bottle of prepared coektaileand I ha
d
3 bol of cigars, so that die time p
reent
rathir sociably as we wade our journey
together.
"We went lute camp that night a
t
Sandy Springs, resale half way to Vir-
ginia City, and in the come.. of tie
evening lis. tidal the itiortiething of 
Id,
life mill 1111.1 tl,is, in lilt
1100111,11141 I P14110111
6 r W110111/1 way hi
Ill shaft tali no lila c'11P1 1 p Ii Ill
Hat I 111411 101,1111 u Ii.41111 li 
%t or it
bless ur Missouri 11441
loeppieriel, but itWM ‘1111,11 lie wits a
liulkine young fellitw, wove 14101 tallick•
tios litoirtiel, t, woo lila tot"' wept* 
le
telling it. There was a certain gmul,l
i
iii so OW') WIICTO hi, %cal staying
used to bully mut mousy him %Amu thy
(Imo logeth-r. nveryys here and whenev-
er the gambler saw hint in a saloon he
would kick hint about and drive him
out of the place. Om, day is man un-
friendly to this gamble: bald to Sane
" 'Why do you stand ell this oilmen
from that gambler? Takti this pistol and
the next time he crowds yen kill him.'
',Sam took the advice aryl the pistol,
and the next time the gambler went for
iustuad of sneaking away and
tool-lag toorry, he siva his tormentor
dead. After he had thus gee bfj band iu
killing men came easy to Sem, and he
made a long score before his own time
Oarne,
"Though, as I said, WO made onr jour-
ney together all right, I know it would
take too little to set [hinge to going all
wrong for me thoroughly to enjoy Sam
Brown's satiety. I wasn't sorry to set
him down at die Printaventura saloon
in Virginia City, where we took a drink
together, shook lintels and went our
different wags. "—New York Sun.
To have perfect health you must
have pure blood, and tote test way
to have pure blood is to take Hood's
Sarespari a.
•••
The U. S. Grv't Reports
snow Aszo pa/ Bolting Powder
superior to 911 Other&
KNOWLEDON
hIyluigs eerie flirt tool lettiniteepotit sea
teen* h pentellel anitiymont when
rightly used. The irony, who live het,
tcr than taliere and etijioy btu more, wi
th
leas expenditure, liy more promptly
Arluoting the worlire best Kieft/eta to
:he meds of physical being, will Sties
the value to heelth of the Imre liquid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Sy: up of Figs.
it.. extent nee is one to its preentine
in the form molt receptable and piens
Ant to the Leete, the ref reell Mg and truly
lx•nencial properties of a perfect lax-
ative; effeentally cieansing the system,
dispelling teede, headache., suet fevers
awl permanently cureig constipation.
It has Fiven eatiefinetun to millions and
met with the approval of the mtnical
profteeion, becau4e it act-s on the Kid-
neys Liver and Bowelm without ee ak-
eni
•
ng them and it ia enly free from
every tobjectionnble substance
Syrup of }lir. is for sale by all drug-
glets iu b0 cat bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the l'ailfornia rig myrup
Co. nhly, whoop mime is printed on every
;metier, elm fin hem", Syrtis) of Figs.
111151 111114 Iiihiritiosh you will
 hut




I„ , ;4 L eears,
in Pai-11 crow where " MoTIVERW
FRIEND " was used it accomplished
wonders, shone -led later and !miscued
the pains. It is the beat remedy for
firing of the Breast knoteu, and
worth the price for that alone.
MRS. Si M. neewerra. Montgomery, Ala.
Pent by Express or mall. on receipt of prim.
11111.04/ _per battle. Book '- To Mothers"
Walled free.
BRADFIELD REGPLATOR CO.. Atlanta, Ga





A SURE and CERTAIN CUlE
known for l years as tho
BEST REMEDY for PILES.
-'--.5--





livers the Final De-
cision.




on convening of the Supre
me Court
Chief Jueticd Fuller be
gan to read
the leer-line tax opinion. 
Tao fact
that he read it was gener•Ily
 accept-
ed as eoticlusive that the 
law would
be ku•o•ked nut In turn, 
me It W11••
This conclualons uf the c 
'tut was a•
f.,110a a:
rsl—We adhere to the op
inion &t-




taxes, taxes on the rents o 
f Mourne of
real writ- are equally di
rect Isle..
S tool d—We are of opin
ion that
tax.a on personal property 
or on the
income of perviousi property 
are like-
wise direct tax-.
Third—The tax imposed by 
Sections
in 37, ineer eye of this act 
of letti
so f tr as it Nilson the hie 
meat teal
estate and personal prop
erty, being a
direct tax within the me
aning of the
Coustitution, and therefore 
unconsti-
tutional anti void, because 
not appor-
tioned according to 
representation,
all those etetious const
ituting one en-
tire setterne of taxation are 
tette-Pearl-
ly invalid.
The decreer' hsreinhefore 
entered lu
thl o court will be vacated
. The de
erees bele will be reve
rsed, and the
cases remanded with in
structions to
grant the rslief prayed.
Sect Iona 27 toll of taeff 
act of 1894.
referred to in the conclu
sions of the
court to the opinion), are a
ll the sec-
tions of the act reisting to
 the income
tax, so the the entire inc
ome tax law,
1 declared void epecli
oally.
Toere was thencuel thron
g of peo•
pie about the Ueited ate
§ Supreme
Court room in the a
uticipation ef a
dual deci-i en of the lucern
e tax eases
the charubes being crowde
d for quite
e time before.the court 
coovened at
Timee printout included many
ctoropytt and a full repr
esentation of
the preer, as well as a fa
ir eptiukling
of members of Congress. Th
e Juts-
rices were atehe C spite
! early, and
tee comeltatton begin 
procure! v at 10
otenoce, ceutintileg until 
a few
tnictres before 12, all the o
ismtiere of
the court b. iug prer
eut, Went Hug
Justice Jackson, who •ppeared
 at the
court, greatly to the surpris
e of ev
• eryoue, save the Jus'ices. 
Wbil•
there were other cases und
er conein-
erallon en fee conference,
 the iocom•
tax cases received the princi
pal share
of the attention of the mem
bers of tb•
court.
Tne presence of justic
e J settee'
caused a great e...i s); ,peculai ion and
was the easels (or • great demi 
of gm.
Nip as to 111P p1111111:11Itt, Of s
e we sort
of eel prise to the public
The feet that Justice .1,cite
en wee
b. time city, tut; that be had
 psrtici
pated in ine coneultanon t
u-ney, did
not become known until 
a few
tniuutes etore the court came 
in. He
occupied his seat vIth t
he Melee
members of the c ourt, making
 a full
two et the delivery or the 
opinion,
as there was a tki,W I:ft 11111F.
Up to this time there use 
ticen ool•
leotre about $81,000 ;under th
e lueorue
tax law, •tocn wss to-daY declared
unconstitution. Is Is certain 
that In•
terns! R 'venue Comtniesiou
er Miller,
as seekes 4t is tee" !tally i
nformed 01
the court's deeisia, will ting
e steps
refund all el the
se
collections. The internal 
revenue
Jaws give the Commissioner 
spcifit
authority to refund all 
moneys
illegally or wrongful!y co
lleeted lot
hire, and there eeetoi to be no
 d-uto
I that Stile autnerity cove
rs the throw.
tax eases.








And the most distressing fo
rms
af itching, burning, bleed
ing
and scaly skin, scalp, and W
ood
humors, and wilt in n majori
ty
of cases permit rest and
 sleep
and point to a speedy, p
erma-
nent,and econumie.al cure 
when
physicians, hospitals, and 
all




cures of torturing, di
sfiguring,
humiliating humors are 
the
most wonderful ever re
corded.
toes 0,-41.4', 11: VI* rriete,1'
 1.1 14.1 RA,
line .14..1.. It
aaos yr.,. Cl. l'orrital
taVa
Aso tor 
, eo$• I 'A
ll
&hoot tag thin at..1 
Blood," 64 !wow mated tree.
P'
8.,* Foetal RI•aala
lhea, pImply, oIly, 
mothy
skin, bar, 
and two. baby rata«, pry
vented sad cared by 
Cadgers Soap.
p.














thousands back to rosy he
alth.
Scott's Emulsion
of cad-livee nil with Hyp
ophos-
phites is employed with 
great
success in all ailments that re-
duce flesh and strength. 
Little
ones take it with relish.
Prearer1 by &mat • Doom
 N. Y. All draagisla
DEAF.. fall& s• glas••• belp WOr111; 1111)0u ,.u•hp,u• help irbeel Li
& HEAD MOSSES CUIfti,
pars heard. No pala. tarred, P. f
lisest 4 /1113 If's."
71e. Tuft. sow debot. Send for boot tot 
Drools ilia-
"._..................................- ... 
 a. •-• •.•  •  •  • .0.. •-•






F !CHEST CF ALL.
MICH CRA E& •
Warranted superior to any 
Bayet• ;
built it. the World, Regsromes 
of
Price ,
Belli and griiran'te, tile redline Fr
e•ele
Co- • Million Itollsr 
eurporat on, whoa. .
, bond Is s• wield as Fe
ld . apt • I who
rl
• 
• until on have
 teen the lie A3 leM.1.1- 
•
.Scorcher, 21 lbs. $85.006
4 
Forbes & Bro., ;
gents.d
•••  G. • ••-•••••-• •





Always 1108 14 nuthirg taw t
o ftr il c ledie
if you has e not pros ided y t,uri.t If islb :
my itt Wwsa
parel do so at once. and let me aid you in t
uggestin
of my choice:
teeSS Ooods and Trim
mings,






Gloves, Hosiery. • Fans, Handker
chiefs.
Embroideries and Laces. 
Ladies' Vests,
Gents' Furnishing Goods, ParaFols and
 Umbrehas,
Lace Curtains and Draperies, 
Ladies' Vandyke
Point Collars Carpets, Rug
s
Linoleums, Oil Cloths, Matti
ngs, Foot Mats,
Gents' and Boys' Shoes, Ladies' Misses
 and Chi Idren's
shoes and Oxford Tics.
My stock is complete in every line and 
goods are clasper
than ever, Respectfully,
T. I M. iJONES.
Ragsdale, Cooper &
—PROPRIETORS OF—





W. E. RAGSDALE. 
Salefitnan
New Spring  Goods.
We have opened for inspectio
n
our complete assortment of 
Sprieg
GaAs. Never before have w
e been
elle to offer so many inducem
ents in
either style. variety or price.
Bran New Patterns
that cannot be found In i.thar
 house
ia the ejty. p no% wait for the goring
rush. See our goods aud get 
prices.
Carpets— —
Reliable makes. Oily those 
makes
which we guarantee are allo
wed in
cur stock. Any pattern you Fleet
will be Vet-class.
We open the epriag trade with 
a
superb stock of first clapa dress 
goods
trilundnite, elc., at prt
eee that are









That's it, add to the figure
s at the head
of the column and you ha
ve an eyed
ten thousand dollars. P
refix the 8 ann
that shows you what it cos
ts the Mam-
moth to buy a
A Magnificent Stock
of Clothing-,
To ley nothing about the shoes hats and other
 goods, sc
if you want to get suited in style and patterns
 and prices
that will astonish you, Come and make yo
ur imitations
before the stook is to badly broken Cur spri
ng trade his
far exoefirisd our expectsi lonr, Go
ods arc. ADVANCING
every di y 1,nd in many instances we
 can't replace them for
what wb are Being them at. You 
will eure)y pay mor
money for them I a the future
, but we will hold cur pre°
down to the old t m panic prices as 
long as r ittOCIi. las.
Mammoth - Clothing - and - Shoe - Cempany
On Saturday, April 13111,
We received a shipment of SO suits of black
Clay Worsted sacks and frocks.
Less Than a Week
they were all gone. We ordered another l
ot of
50 suits but could only ,get 6, and We can't g
at
any more after these are g
one. They are pure
wool, and color guaranteed. Better came. qui
ck
if you want one. We are selling them at the
 ri
diculous price of' $750








V4NV THE MAIAMOTHS tricae.
Illetwarth'• Thom.). ‘S Isla $.$r4 In Me
It•taiiiits• vietsel la lin la.
In II,iworth's l..,a, Nita 
-The
Istuniotli one( the Flood...I 0 anther
vanccs a unique !boort *lilt regard
tii the remaina of the mannuetli, or hairy
tilephant, which is found iti such itu•
Meuse numbers in Siberia. !These crett-
thres were so plentiful at One time in
that country that ivory linnteim found it
More protisable to go there dn search of
/that valuable article than 40( South Af,.rice. where elephants are sulposed to bea4 numer,wat as boodlers iii New York
eity. Howorth says that their are inTa-
in
iablY f..U11*1 under conddions e inch
like it oertain that they eon fl not have
ived unless the bury-mufti-4, and cli-
mate had been entirely sliffi!rent from
hose existing at present. T,,, remains
f plants upon.which ther led sod the
southern contemporary shella whit are
'so frequently tonna with site remainst.ia
'nt to a sudden and wonflicilful rhange
t climatic conditions.
[ If Professor Howorth's!alrgument is
to be given any weight, the Siberian
tlateen is 
one of the nitwit recent fea-
ture in the known physical geography
f
the world. He figures tlint the pla-
teau was sn•Ifienly raised to its present
height, and that, prior to its sudden ele-
Setif:in. it WU a warm stretch of low-
hind furnishing pasturage 4 thousands
id mammoth brutes. The .rapid sjeva-
lion, according to his deductions, sud-
denly congealed the water, and froze
he gigantic animal bodies3hrough and
Ithrough, thus preserving ;them intact
•ntil the present flay. He Mys that un-
OM these animals had been frozen irn-1,3
ediately after deaih theywould cer-
tainly have decayed and disappeared.
In some places, far to tho east in Si.
berm. as well WI in the Mountainous
regions of Alaska on Our ert/fillellt. the
remains of the mammoth anti other great
extinct animals have beek found at a
height of 17,000 feet aboit sea level.
Howorth and Falcony both declare this




A ?toted Fectt.is Preewitent 11061.-h Stamp.
Them as Ins imalsbe•
"The matter of confidences between
counsel and client is one rifgreat inter-
est and importance," said* well known
jurist and ex-judge the °their day.
As to the duty of a latcyer on the
trial of a ease where he Isas been in-
formed by his client than lie is guilty,
the best and most controlling example
is that of Charlea James Phillips, the
eminent British barrister *Iso In many
directions Ncll/4 rated in hi time as sec-
ond only to Lord Erskine. ! '
"He was defending Cotirroisier, who
was indicted for the mtider of Lord
RnamelL During the trial,i tin the exam-
inatinn of a very itnportaXti witness for
the people, the accusoti wai much over-
come, and in the intensity of his emo-
tion commnnicated tit lies to Mr. Phil-
or to his solicitor thislfact that he
was guilty of the crime.
"Mr. Phillips immediately asked for
an adjournment of the Cat* and for a
consultation with the judges. The con-
sultation was granted, and lir. Phillips
stated to the bench that tile, accused had
confessed his guilt and *nested the
judges to point out to hiM his path of
duty. The jndges, after; deliberation,
stated. that he would hare a perfect
right to make such logal MS1 logical de-
ductions from the evitkince as he
thought tended to the excellpation of the
accused, tmt it would be Unprofessional
to state to the jury any Personal belief
of his innocence. .,
"In his argument to :the jury Mr.
Phillips, carried away by Isis emotions
and imagination, did Maio to the jury
his own personal belief hi the innocence
Of his client, and this stMement of his
occaniened much criticism afterward."
-New York Herald. .
DA lettnetlea With a:Differrisre.
The young man had failed in securing
the girl as his own for lifei owing/ prin•
• eipally to the violent optic-41100n of her
paternal ancestor, and it friend of his
was consoling him on hij 10.s.
"By George," he sail, "I don't AM
what you wanted to marry that girl
for."
"That's became yeti dotail t know her."
"I know her fitthrr.
"But I wasn't marryittg him
"perhaps not, hut you Would have to
boe ome a member of the family."" 
'1 mold have stood this' tor the girl's
• sake."
"Well, I onaldn't. Why, I had some
dealings with him in • business way,
and I found that be Wait I regular rob-
ber"
The disappointed lover sighed pro-
funithly. 4
"I don't know but thttI you may
pretty neat right on the tild NIAll," he
'mitt "I had some dealings with him
and found him a free hoOnsr. "-Detroit
Free Pres&
Was Who.ler's 1.101le
FM* tVio.4, 1..r 40111 among her
enljorti MI of photonteillei whioh
always hernia visitorsin, her pleasant
"fiat" without any esplatiation. It Is a
pinttlro f4 a man with hit hack tinned.
and .f, his fare partially rime-Paled, kiss-
ing n woman who is eSidently herself.
If the visitor does not Make any corn -
maul, Mrs. Wilcox asks; "Why don't
you exclaim, 'But whilOs the man?' I
Most people dri. It I. 4-ey husband, of '
but I Ilk., 'to l!iirprise my ac-
quanitanres by not telling them that at
first." Any one who kii4ws the ardent f
affection existing lietw4e the peeteas 411111111.-
taanion and Mr. Wilroa would not I.
at all afraid that the kiSsier was not he. ips,_
so long as the kisace wits his wife -
Philadelphia ;
•











oS dmething Never Before Hear of,.-z__... I
A
,
00461 will begin to-day and sell every suit in my house at COST. The sale will 
kaltinue
mitil I have made ample room for my immense fall stock, which is now bought anti will be






Kerseys, Vicunas and Wor-,























$35 SuirriNG Thibets,London Specials, Mac
Gregors, Scotch and London,
Cut to • • 27.50
I guarantee fit, finish, and
workmanship, the finest of
linings, and perfect satisfac-
tion to each and every curs-
t
get-Come and be convinced
of the truth. These are tlw





Ca ss imere Serges, Laure
Suitings and London 316-
1(!iltui s; $22.50
I TIMERS.S 1 21)0 Trousers cut: to 89.60
•
S I ()., )0 Trousers cut to 814.00
S M.:A) Trousers cut to $tl.pil
0-•wir.0.11 TS
IPECICO1PIRCI3E9C14001.





Nattered et we Politeekes tit liogkiaaville as
d • .0 1 Siam, Malan
Club Rat..
1%10 Will furnish the 
Weekly Now
and any of the publication






















einetenati Knentrer  







1.41•41F• Young ?wrote 
tome Magazine.
' +=Sty methodist 
; Maresta• 
eLegan sad Kennet 
.01011and Varna 
Priday, May 24, 1S95.
tht 'Was Iikocittg.
Dr. Al. C. Brasber, of Colton, is 
In
Meetly tc-day.
Mr. R F. R yew, of Casky, were
teem Wedueeday.
Mr. E igeue Wilsoon, of Trenton,
was here Tumoday.
Mr. N. B. Diekeo, of Fairviewde in
the city on business.
Mr. J eon J Red, of Gracey,
iu town Wednesday.
Mr. Pack Gin s, of Clarksville, was
In tb• city yesterday.
btu. A. J. F Nue, of Lifayette, was
he Hee aity Mot day.
Mr. Ea. Jones, of Newstead, came
to lb. city Monday.
Mr. Thor. D. Grey, of Pembroke,
was in town yesterday.
Mr J awes E. Coleman, of Herndon,
was in town Monday.
Mr. J.W. S ith. owner of Cerulian
Sprier', was in town Monday.
Mrs. Walter Radford, of Pembroke,
Is is lb. city shoppleg.
Mr. J• T. Redd, of Pee Dee, was in
the city to-day on business.
D. H. L. T. kite, of Poaring
Sprier', was hese 'sett:delay.
*r. 4 A. dferd, of p.e Dee, at
tecd.d 'be sales Wedneeday.
Mrs. CI -car Layne, of F.ir•iew,
wee in the city Tuesday.
Mrs. Jack taco, of Fee Dee, is
shopping lo the city teetlity.
lr Louis Thome*, of fedde vine, Is
In be city visiting relatives.
Miss. Joele White, et Cadiz, is the
guest of Mr. and Mre. E B. L
M . S. M Grace and wife. of Kirk..
mansmIle, were in town Weeueed ay
Mr. W. E. Adcock, cf Church Hill,
a tended the tobacco sales this week.
M. Wm Ragsdale, Jr. and wife,
of Lafayette were in town yesterday
t . -
Wirt IOUS disnl of feottleyille, Is
'Oates the Metres id Alia this week.
• C. Wyly and J 0. Cook
wid visit Mammoth Cave Wig week.
Miss non Goon he. returned from
a week's vi.it to friends in Pembroke.
Dr. Hays Petrie, of Fairview, is in
town to-day on professional bumuees.
Mr. Thomas Joiner, of L layette,
wet on the striate Weduemisy
$". 4.15. Selieders end glister, of
t,eyirsoevi le, were in the city yester-
Mos E nee s Turn ty M •s.
Contuse, of Boubeldffe, are in tbe
pity.
r. and Mn. Walker 'd ;ler, of
mirview, were in tbe city thla .nior-
nine.
Mrs. B. W. P. TIlol wards, ef near
pesky, visited frieude in the elle'
sesterday.
• H Smith, the 'teenier Porn
brok• m ocuaut, was on the streets
yesterday.
;dr Jones., of 14aelevillite he popular
drdg 'drummer, was Is the city
ihneidsy.
II,e!rip. H. B. R gees acd
r
et?; rs; rim IQ
• . . •
*Oh, '
Mr. T I Proctor, of Sinking Fork
neighbotbomi, was on the street*
emtnesday.
Messrs. Bob and hryan Bakee an
4 eseph Reece, of Greoey, came to the
eity M ondsy,
Me Wick L dford, • prominent
eit in of 11 arm( Sprier, was in IL •
city this week.
Mr. and Mrs Cleou Kelly, of Ces




Mr. E. H. Hunt, of Adairville, sr
rived In the oily last night and will
*ilia friends here.
Mr. Mont Deweon and daughter,
Miss Emma, of Roaring Sprints, are
visiting in the,city Wednesday.
Mr. Frank Buckner, is home again
after visiting the cities of Henderson
and Owensboro.
Mrs. M. R. Woodard, who bag been
Eisitiug Mar brother, use returned to
tier borne, in kton.
Mlis Alone Metz, who has been
attending Congo in Nashville, has
returned to her beam.
Misses. pen sad dulls Robertson of
Burliaston, lows, are visiting the
boom of Mr. 0.11 Cbampiio.
Mr. Claud Carlisle, a student of the
Varaterbilt Training richool; spent
dowels, and fiunday in the city.
Mr e listheway, of Owensboro, I.
in the city, the guest of Mrr. Tells-
ferro. She will also visit Mrs. Green
before returning.
Mrs. T. P. Alien, of Emo, and Mrs.
An ii. Winianee, of 0 instead, will
arrive in the city to morrow and will
be the guests of Mile 0. G. Lander.
Mr. J. K. Smib, representiog the
Commercial Building Trust, of Louis-
ville, Ky , is in the city and will re-
stive some time in the interest of hie
cempstiy.
Judge P. D. Clayton, formerly of
Webster county, Ky., but now of
Fonda, le spending a few days with
Dr. A. K. Bendy and Prof. J. W.
Hardy.
Miss Mildred Farmer, who hes been
living witb her sister, Mrs. E. D.
it 41.10e, and attending school here,
ham left for Paris, Trgas, 'bore she
will Casks her house With her sister,
Isstornelis Fanner.
A crested.
mom, Heimaosohn, the merchant
at Lafayette who needs an ensign-
moot last week, was brought to this
city last night, having been arrested
01 a bench w wren& tweed from the
Jefferson Criminal Court emerged
witn obtaining goods under
Wee pretenses and grand larceny.
Herrnassono gave hood on his ar-
flea( as night, M . T. J. Moore,
Louis Heiniansobn and Marcus
Weinberg being his bondsmen. Mr
Moore is the sesignee, Louis Heinesn•
Rohn, is his brother and a merchant
wt Cad z, and Walburg is the pedier
who holds the mortgage on the stock
of goods.
NEWS OF EVERY KIND.
Wall paper at Hopper Bros.
Excelsior refrigerators at KI chee's
Repairing neatly and promptly done
by JEFF MORRIS.
Call an. see those elegaut refriger-
store at John Kitcheu'a. d149 f
Hammocks, Croquet and BAlte Ball
G sod• at ilupper Bros. tf
FOR SALE (REAP - Two new See-
lug Machines at this e fit w.
Hammocks and co q met sets sold
at Mryau'r reg srtitees or oost. if
W. S. Withers A toruey at Law.
Office over Planters B Ult. 141,r.
Dr. S J. Baker, Specialist. Eye
Sr, throat, nose. Lady attendant,
tear Wallsoe's drug store.
, Jill? MORRIS IS always up with the
Iles. Try him. Shop over Roeder
Ballard's.
Mr. W. B. Tucker, who has been
very 11 fir several days, is somewhat
impro• d.
11.5 pants et Fewright's, the tailor
Cleaning and repairing a epecialt).
Bridge street, oppesite N,os Era.
There is no better nor safer invest-
ment than installment stock in the
Safety Building sod Loan Company.
Cell on Hunter Wood, Jr., Ag-nt.
Office over Planter'. bank. 1:54 '& t 3 sr
WAN TED:-A 1 oil Belem in at
once.-Enclose stamp,
The Pedal B Cling Co.,
e le. lie X I ill Ohio.
Beet sewed half molest $1, cams tacked
75 cent., at JKFF Minims', shop Over
!looser I Bellardne
The Kentucky Knight Template, at
their annual conclave in S owling
Greer, elected Rev. A. C Biddle, of
this place 0 and Captain of (be
Guard.
1 he friends of Mrs. J Ames B. Wood,
who has been 111 and in bed for three
months, will be pleased to learn tbst
she is now couvalescing aud has ex-
oellent prospects for an early restore
tiou to health.
Judge Brestbitt has celled a special
term of the Christian County Fiscal
Court to meet on Thursday, the 27th
Inst., for the consideration of some
important matters that need linniedi
ate attentioti.
Investegate the Single-Peyeuent
and Full-?.id stock issued by The
Safety Building and Loan Company,
before investing elsewhere. This
company le one of the largest and
best msnaited companies in the State.
Hunter Wood, ere Agent ()Uice
over l anter's B ink. 164 hts 'eve
WANFED-For 1. S. Army, able
bodice', unmarried men, between the
ages ef 21 and 30 years. Good pay,
rations, clothing, and medical attend-
ance. Applicants be prepared to
furnish satiefectory evidence as to
size character and habits.
mod be able to speak, read
t end write English.
Apply at corner Third and Main
streets, Evansville. Lid.
Mr. Alex Crania has seuepted a po-
sition as saleetnen in ttie grocery
house of Peel 4 ci.lodwio. Mr. Crabb
Is well qualified to fill the placeas he
has been eonneeted with the firm of
D. H. Merritt A Co. In the same cc-
eacity for a long time. His connec-
tion with the firm will no doubt add
greatly to their sales, as he is a pope
ler and gentlest:Moly young man.
One Fare to Leafeville and Return.
Oa account of the annual conven-
tion of the Ijinfell Daligbters the tn
y.By. will cell tickets to Lnuieville
and return on May 27.h and 2§ h at
one fare for the round trip. Good
returning until may 31st.
M. Inherwocd, 3 y. Mite' ell,
4vt. 0. P.. A
-
S traw berry tipper.
Tc-niebt in tiae Meteor building
the ladies will verve an ice cream,
elierbet and strawberry supper for
the heuefit if the 0.1d Fellows lodge
ef :We city.
Money to Loan.
Bs_ the Safety Building and Loan
-Company. Hunter Wood, Jr., Ag't.
'Lithos over Planter's Bank. Ils4clatwil W
Neit tiatpr4af.
The excursIbn tie Zs'fill g'on that
has need put off twiei on account of
bid weather will be run next Satur-
day sere. It i'und tuip $1,00, chil-
dren tinder V years 110 cents,
An Exchange.
Mr. W. T. Cooper has begun to
move into the brick cottage on- North
Main street lit,ly oceepied by M. 4
R *asset'. Mr. Russell baying moved
to a house on Virginia street which
Is will occupy lentil big residence on
Virginia street is or waited.
A Small Blase.
About o'ulook last night a fire
alarm was sounded and Gm depart-
ment turned cut primp ly. The
damage was trI•al, as a lamp had
nuly exploded in a room of the old
brick house on the corner of Eleventh
and Railroad street., which was cc
cupied by colored families.
Children's Day.
The "Chi.drenis Day" cgsrcises at
time Methodist church Sunday werm
the most interesting everiwitnessed in
the city. The beautiful decoration•
only added attractivenese, as the scene
prociaced by the or py little facee
furnished a panorama of loveliness
far superior to the fl oral designs. And,
too, their recitations and songs were
magnificent, and one could but ecjoy
the whole program.
The Death ofTholuas Campbell.
Teems" Lambert, the six years old
eon of Cipt. and Mr,. Ned Campbell,
died Sunday morning of eriain trouble
brought on hy overeating, The child
attended "Sunday school in apparent-
ly good health. He returned home
and about an hour later was esker,
with violent spasms griddled in great
agony. Funeral Beall iCell were held
yesterday afternoon in the Christaiu
church tine settee attendee by a large
number of the friends o* the bereav-
ed parents. The interment was at
Fernwood.-liendersou Journal.
Killed hy Cars.
The body of Jerome Terry was
found Saturday morning on the L. St
L. mk T. railroad track near Worthing
too, horribly mutilated, la•eetiga-
tion led to the belief that he bad been
run over by a freight train the even-
ing before, The verdict of the core-
netts inquest was that the deceseed
came to his death on account of the
carelessness of the eug user and fire-
man in charge of the freight train.
It was shown that they gays no
warning whistle to Terry, who was
somewhat deaf and walking along
the track. The dead man's friends
are reverted to he threatenlog to pros
ecute the engineer and fireman for
mansieughter.-Handerson Gleaner.
Death of Mrs, J. H. (telgley,
The doors of a happy home of the
city were darkened Friday evening
by death. After a few hour's sick-
ness, which almost from the nest be-
°eras serious, Mrs. Anna 1.4
wife of Mr. J. H. ceelgley, died at the
family residence on Clark street near
Fifth. Thus was a devoted wife and
mother and sister and daughter taken
from life, and a wide circle of friends
called upon to mourn the absence of
a talented and refined lady. There is
little comfort over such a death and
only time will soften the blow. To-
morrow afternoon at 2 o'clock the
remains ere to be laid at rest In Oak
Grove cemetery after service. at the
Episcopal church, of which Mrs.
Quigley was • noeinber.--:Padnoeb
&Huntley Visitor,
  ver 
Highest of all in Leavening Power.- Lattat 11.S. Gov't Report
AssouvrEur PURE
THE MUSICALE TOBACCO.
First Publie Aouearance of the.
' Sales LT Han bery A Seller, May 22
Mandolin and Guitar 11895, of IS Wide. as follow,:
8 hhd-. meelluni to good leaf: $9 25,
Club. 825, 7 60, 7 00, 5 40, 5 10, 5(10, 4 We
4 !Ado munition leaf at $4 00, 3 50,
4 10, 3 9:).
A Large and Delight,t1 Audience 6 bee& lupe ee In to eene
H,iuttt t SIIRVER.
11 itnesses a II ighly Cred-
itable Entertain-
ment.
The mu•icil given at the opera
house lest Monday was just epleudie,
the large program was carried out
with not *single deseord, everythirg
was delightful. The audience was
large, mei all express themselves as
having been moot bigtmiy entertained
'me singing was i4rfe :fly charming,
the inetrumentsi music entrancing,
the costuming f the ladies beautiful
and gorgeous. Every et.ruber was
encored. Miss l:olleusby acquitted
herse't in a most ored,table umnuer
as eeoompaulit. Mrs. Mitchell'e
sweet singing was sweeter than ever
Che duet by Mies Harris and Mies
Sherard was lovely, their voices
blend harmoniously. The perform-
ance of Misses Elith and Lillian
Collie with Miss (Ira as aecouatinnist
delighted the audience in the higheet
possible d tree. When Mies Patti
Mercer's song was fieintiemi the en-
cores were 'cud and 1111g.
The tuandoen and guitar hien were
the prettiest and sweetest ever beard.
Miss Wiefree's lovely voice filed and
thrilled the people with laexpressib'e
delight. Mrs. Mosyou's stegiug was
p-rfect, Ills stabile PO. Mr. Charles'
mudolin solos with Mrs. Anderson
as accompanist were eim ply grand.
Wonderfully Low Prices.
Mr. Jobe Y Owsley, the popular
and wide-awake meichant tailor, is
painting things red, as can be seen
by en ; rennet', n of to day's
mom of the KE,CrucKY NEW ERA.
He is not only an en-
ergetic and progressive businese
men,but is upright, faithful and hon
eel, and id justly held in high esteem
and regard by all who know him. H.
I. noted for Ma it 0 !aie:e devotion It
principle, and all who deal with him
can pl •oe the u• most rouddence in
west he says in retest(' to his ep'en
did st.ock. He orgies to day and wit
sell every run in his eetabeshnieut at
Cost. The sale will continu,
melt he heti IpSee rOOL0 for his int
MOM, I•1I stock wbic i has
already been purchased. It ,so
his price.', for they are re-
markably low. He ritrentees ft ,
filieu snot workmen/41.p, ties best f
of materiel mid the 11 it of linings
G. A Clark, who is the cutter for the
well-known establishment, is an ex
esediegiv careful and eepert baud at
his business, Ind Will give each cus-
tomer a perfectly setiefectory tie The
reductions in prIcee are large, for in-
stance, elegant $40 Puffins in doe-
eking, keresoye, days, etc., have beet.
Tee:lucre' to $41,59; while $3.5;e0 
suitlege have been cut to 127;50, mud ex-
cellent $28;50 cuttings have been pul
down tu $22;50. Treece has also beee
a marked redectiou in the prices of
trouser!. There has never in this
city been such a magnificent oppor-
tunity to purchase m Itch 4004 lllings
at sob by insect'.
PRUSSIA.
WILL ACT WITH ENG-
LAND.
trussian Diet Recommends an
International Currency
Cop cerme,
Berlin, May 22 -The lower house of
the prussisti Diet to-dey 'ay a vote if
167 to a2 adopted the mation of Dr
U:to Arendt urg " the Government
to take steps In fay ,r of an 'uterus-
Hon al '041in-tent f the currency
(remotion with the vies,  of securing in
ideational blmetalliem.
The house a's° edepod an *ovoid
ment propoeee by Berson van X•ed
li:•, a in mfitir of the Privy Council,
to the t fr.ot, that Germany is Only to
act in the matter in connectioe. with
Great Britian!.
Further Detail.
Tee following account of the bur-
glary st • °Imo Ttieseisy night is fur-
rushed by our eorreep indent there:
Co ftoto Ky , May 22,
The general merchandise store of
NiyetaA Ezsil was broken into last
night by burglars. Tney cut a hole
in the window shutter and raised the
bolt and window and wcont in. There
was nothing taken out of the store.
They tried to get into the money safe
by drilling a hole in the safe doer,
but broke time bit that they were bor-
ing with cud then they broke off tl.e
handle that moves ihe bolts, also
broke oft the dial of the c enhitistiou
and failed to get in the safe. They
got tool*, from a blacksmith shop
A telephone ruessai;ei was bent to Bat-
nett at Earlington ler his three blood
hound., they trailed the burglar for
about a mile and then loot the trail.
No clue to the burglar..
Salem by Abernathy et Co., May 23,
1895, Ili Mod.. as follows:
89 'elide leaf, $1152 to $3 30.




A Prominent Citizen Sustains
Very Painful Injuries.
Wednesday about 10 o'clock Mr.
M D. Bosley' fell from the platform
of Wheelet's warehouse just across
the railroad at the end of teeth otreet
and he was very badly hurt. lie fell
but a few feet, but his right arm
struck an old broken glass In tie and
the wrist was cut to the bone, the
leaders being severed, and badly
bruised. Mr. B 'ales was immediate-
ly conveyed toDieeititee' eft ,e and as-
sisteuce was at once reatrieted, but
the leaders were so drawn that it was
necessary to cut the ft side still further
up the arm in order to oonuect them.
He mooj. the ordeal Iwith much pa-
(tepee, Wetting to take chloroform or
opiates, and is now resting compara-
tively comfortable. It can not be
stated now what the result will be
but it is earnestly hoped the itjury
may prove less dangerous than it Is
now feared.
A NEW TOY Ion GEMS.
Diamonds, Rublea and Sapphires Are Float-
ed to Prove Their Genulnenesa.
An accurate scientific method has at
last been discovered whereby preclioite
stones may be distinguished from the
fraudulent gems which are now so nu-
merously manufactured in the labora-
tories of Paris and other continental
cities. This is by testing them for their
specific gravity, but not by the scalers
occasionally used for large stones and
which, however delicate, are unreliable.
The new means of detection of bogus
gems is simple and ingenious and is
likely to bo widely adopted be the taw-
elry trade. It -113B chemist' volio 'hats
toeided this knowleage to the lapidary's
art Several liquids' have been discover-
ed which %re more that 8 t times as
dense as watee, aud in which therefore
the aniethret, the beryl and other light
St04.108 will actually float.
The meet useful of these liquids is
methylene iodide, which has a specific
gravity of 3.3, and in which the Woef-
ul:thee readily florae. Idureover, it imi.
not cerruaiee o itt any way dangerous,
It being impend* fur ehe lapidary to
prepare a number of liquids each hav-
ing the eremitic gravity of e different
gem stone, the methylene iodide is eas-
ily diluted by adding benzine to it.
Bach .drop of benzine added makes the
liquid less denee, and so it may be used
to separate the tourmaline and all the
lighter gem stones; from each ethyl.
if it is doubtful whether a certain.
(p be an aquamarine or it chrysoberye
all that is reeceeseary is to place it iu a
tube of the liquid together with ra smell
fregrnent of true aquamerate Itt serve as
an illdeT. If it be a ehrysoberyl, which
has e specitie gravity of 3.0 it will rink
like lead- If ii be an taauale--toe,which
has a sperlfie gravity of 2.7, it will
float If the liquid be then stireeel elect
diluted until the ieidee trail/merit is ex•
eetli baspandett, the gem also will
neither Boat nor sink, but will remain
poised beside it This method may be
adopted with all of the lighter titortee
But for heavier eto.,-,g, 1,4:ae tile eel,
bun"!", ieretich, the simphire, the
rtiby,"the opine', the topes and the dia-
mond a different liquid is necessary.
This has lately been discovered by the
Dutch mineralogist Benzine; iv /44;
found a eolnr'e ittl,i3meompeund etWeli
meted Iti a temperature far below thitS
1 Of boiling water to a clear liquid dyq
times as dense as water Itud theoeiire
ellffieleette dentin te float any known
erecious eftone. This compound is tini
double nitrate of silver and thelhaue
Its most repierkalde property is *het
it will mite in any desired proportion
with warm water, an that by dilution
the specific gravity may be easily re-
duced. This fused mass may be r ectgeie)4
in density by adding weteo drop h'y drop
so as to seepeed 414etteceseion cerbuncle,
ompliire, ruby and diamond.
The.. tests of precious atones may pa
made in a few minutes mid are ebbe
lutely reliable, as ell eteeee of the touio
patero have the stone specific, gravity.
None of the bogus niters or diamond!
have the mune weight as those they are
made to imitate.-New York World.
He Resigned.
Hon John C. Atkinson has resign•
ed the Moyorality and his i °Aitken
in the city council of Henderson.
Chia step was taken on acccu it of
failing health aid a deltas for a va-
flattop. His reeignatIon was accept-
ed Tuesday night with eiecere regret.
Upon retiring Mayor Atkinson gave
t' the city of Henderson a handsome
piece of property which the coun311
nes christened Atkinson Park.
ImproTement.
Under the oupervieion of Reed
tiaper•isor pulin the Madisonville
road about a wile north of the city is
being put lu excellent condition. At
the point where this roads counects
with the poor house road has for a
long time been in a wretched condi-
tion, and Mr. Dalin is utilizing work.
house isnot and niskIrg a handsome
Wade of work of it,
Paralyzed.
Mr. W. W. leopps, who lives a
short distance from town on the Pal-
meri& road was etrieked with paraly-
sis Tueaday night and on secount of
his advanced age-being 77 years old
-fears were entertained as to his re-
covery, but we learn that he is now
improving.
Save Money
Lump coal Elee cents; Nut coal
cents. Terms cash to one and all. No
coil goes without the cash.




The Strictly Boarding, Feed and
Sale Stable of Bradley
Bros. Now Open.
Bradley Bros., the eerot young
veterinariaur, ere nee inealled in
their elegant new building on Ninth
@trete near the L & N. depot whet•
they have opebed the finest boarding,
feed and sale Stable ill tee Pity. Their
building, erected eppecialry with a
view to their business and under their
own eupervisiou, i I ti iipped with
every conveuience lemming to the
oomfort f horses given to their
charge Ille stall, are Isre.', roomy
and well ventilated. F.-pedal care
will be given to boarding iterate., the
Drs. Bradley by education and long
experience being teoroughly Coe-
eersaut with the care suet attention
required in keeping horses aid all 01
the details so esseutiai to tete health
of the, animal. They wilt exercise
personal care over every animal -u-
-trusted to theueneglecting no ee nip-
torn that tends tu show in the aulumi
any disorder. The advantage of hay.
lug your horse eared for by nieu woo
are not only practical but versed in
the scienuti treattneut of the equine
species and who can detect at a rauce
and locate without diffinilly any
threatened disease, is too ObViolli to
be argued.
In addition to this handsome build-
ing are several besutifil Ill ess which
they will rent.
I he Drs. Bradley have property in-
terests in our city, are estimable citi-
zens and deserve every eueturage-
went.
There is also in the front of this
magnificent building elegant waiting
rooms nicely furuieued for ladies.
Better.
Mr. John M. Dultu came up from
Crofton last eveo.ug itud reports the
condition of his father, Mr. Rice
Giulio, to be much improved, arid
while he was in a very dangerous
condition, everything seems favor&
ole for his recovery ,
The World's Fair Tests
showed no baking powder
10 pure or so great in leav.
*Ping power as the Royah
• ems
BY Preeee-,, 0rtic.. ..
!The fe:hee-tne I-A-Vt•T Itt fet-.• dtsulla
foutul mo floe .r I '„,;4* .11'1)
whe ti he sot :,s1 I hougots
..nd meneararcla.-Lk..4 a l'rme•ritd• I
Alone the ot, ray v.ays
Ana r.11. rittltag elty ear.
Oo llinI the •Ic .m r- days.
Perplexed with lopatieNs fret r.nd jar,
When anddenly a y:.un-t. sweet tae
..n ci, petut.z.iee and p
And lent it moue-thine er tie grace
Ana elin.ented it into penoo twain.
Th.. (lay was Just as 1:leak without,
By netritbors la 4 it.. cold within,
And t rot le Wa.-4 it/et as fun of doubt,
The w•.rid it.1.4 i.e full .4 sin.
But in the Ugh? of Mat young smile
The world grew Imre, the heart grew
And swishier.. glemed r. Ott h. while
Acne.. the darkin-a storm.
1 ee.1 n.t (ere to eisa In
I Ltity egIPI "(tell 1,1,4. thy tire.
Thy eve. sleeve r6:66.• (4maphipsl,
Or lea;:py maid or happy a Ike."
-p. a.
ClIANOVOTtien.
the Dec. Not Leep Pace With the Ad-
vanoe of Medical Seleoce.
Wo ell Lou;: Just what alorahlecreq-
tares all graudinothers are. and how
•licy minuet do enough for the little
eke bedewing to their Sims and dangh.
;ere leow, without wishing to appear
ungrateful for th-em ritteutions, there
ere some mothers who think theuxieelves
!nil° capable of eerie.; fen their own
babes. anti tab vontinual tete inenetent
:-.ontrary opiniosi ef Vendee% 
after n time temente.. rattier dem help-
! rai.
/bat Mao Nf fly flpese$ %Ilse iiptetes.
It ..ttimeot, be rumonably doubted that
0410 of the umet iuterettiug features con-
nected with the natural history of spi-
ders is their habit of gaining a livelihre 41
by spreading nets fur the capture of prey.
It may be that the large share. 4Hia
attention of uatureliets that this habit
has attraeted is at be attributed to the
fact that it appears to be confined in the
;tunnel world to spiders and men.
This circurastatice ie of itself 'nitre
cieuely eennoitubte to call for special
eotnuteut, but its ietereet is not a little
eultenced by the reflection that, since
spiders made their appearance in the
history of animal life, valet ages before
man curne upou the tic-elle. neeie of ue
can justly claim thet any ireember of our
own kind was the first in the fie.ld itt
the invention of the art of nettiure Pee-
indeed, the cif repeated.and nu-
ebeeevatien of the efficacy of
a spider's web for the purpose of bitch-
ing otherwise unobtainable prey may
have roused in the braiti of eonie intel-
ligent hunter among our ancestors the
idets of the practical utility at a riaillar
instrument for the eapture of fish or
other eatable forms of life.
But if this be so, civilized man has
long forgotten the debt of gratitude he
owes to tipidere For to the average tu•
dividual among us a spider is a thing
to be looked upon and spoken of with
fear amid dislike amounting to loathing,
and to be ruthlessly destroyed when a
'cafe chance of destruction is affiedeee-e;
Nature.
the Devfl of Treas.
The most wonderful forest tree he tha
world perhaps is the "eatminal tree" of
Au.stralia, which some one has anti);
called "the most wonderful of God't
many wonders in vegetable life." II
grows up in the shape of a huge Pine-
apple and seldom attains a height Of
more than 11 feet. It has a tortes' of
broad, beeardlike leaves, growing in a
fringe et the apex, which remind', one
if a gigantic Central American agaytt
When standing erect, these breed, thick
leaves hide a curious looking arrange-
ment, witUm appears to Perform tie%
same functions as those of the pietiej tee
flew ere Naturnlly theme teearaliko
leaves, which ers from 10 to 12 feet
long in the smaller specimens and from
15 to 20. in the larger, hang to the
ground and are strong enough to beans
man's weight.
hi old aboriginal times in the anti-
Vele= wade, the natives worshiped the
eanuibal tree under the name of the
'devil tree," the chief part of the oere-
_bony consisting of driving one of their
number up the leaves of the tree to the
apex. The instant the victim wonlil
touch the so called "pistiles" of the
monster the leaves would instantly fly
together like a trap, squeezing the life
out of the intruder. Early travelers de-,
dared that the tree held its victim until;
Evil) threigh grandma !mete...tee:lit up
a dozen chili-tree ,i.et this Is her (laugh-
ter's VI 17 tl2st eipurienee in that line,
it is just as well not to give overliberal
lopes of advice, nor is it good policy to,
empty oat the medicine the &Wit., pro-
scribes for baby' oe,,eh and substitute
sirup of Nellie, hecetwe sirup el equi I is
was all that the youngsters of another
geeernti on were dosed with.
The latter medicine maj, be rcsArtiogi
by grandma as the wee perfect cough
remedy in Veasteteco but the prescribed
drops or pellets may be quite as effect
Ore, and it is but natural that the
young mother and the physieian iii
charge shachl feel a Lit autioyed at the
aseumption superier kuovrkeige, how-
ever well founded 16 wee be,
Babies weed as varied treatment as
Plants do Wheel may have nnswered
splendidly for gratelina'e dozen might
prove quite the revere of teriolitial for
the tin do sieele yenne-se r. and even
though it lethy is a novelty to the young
mother nature will to her beet teacher
as to its wants acid carce. Grandma
must remember that elle hadi So hot/tai-
nted in her fltlerit.i* baby training be
fore rho :Amid peso as an oracle, and
would she have been pleated to have-
had her authority wrenched front hee
by a wiser somebody who scesued her
methods wad ridiculed her lack of %vie
dom?
When the young mother asks for ad-
vice, it is time ehough to give it to her.
She is certain to do so and will appre-
ciate most kindly the valuable hints the
more experienced mother can give her,
but her feelings will be quite the re-
verse if advice is thew% upon her anti
the care of her own precious baby taken
peremptorily out of her bande-Louitt-
ville l'ost.
How the Stoney One..
It is inmate to allow ally ordinary WO-
man to enter a store with money. She
has such a craving for luxuriee, seize, a
contempt for were necessities, that she
almost invariably parehases the former
and is constautlee le need of the limiter. 
Shegoes forth to purchase as; opera tem-
Lies because she is gelieg to the opera that
very night, but her eye is caught by a
tea gowu, n bargain tea gown, awl elle
buys it That night some 111Zal !reeled
behind a Gainesborough with veiny
plumes swears. She west out to buy a
jacket, fieteniu moo, timely, but her er-
ratic fancy is caught by lace trimmed
underwear, and Lefore eh() realizes it
she is reveling in new nightgown. wee
*Greet covets. She has even Leelt littoowa
to go out to buy writing eaper and to
return with nothing nut a blue niel
white cup ;eel attuce:r.-Philadelphia
T
Smoked Cigarettes Thirty Years.
"People talk about cigareeeee beimug.
unhealthful, but the feat that I am still
alive jim proof to the contrary," said a
middle sweet man. "I began sruokitett
teem 30 years ago, before they weer"
made in this part of the country and
when few were imported. It is a far cry
to the time when there 'were no Attautt-
can cigaretle, and I feel wheu I
look back to it. I (-sighs to add that 1
havo never inhaled the Flank° of ciga
rettes, which perhaps aoctinuts for their
"lot killing LIM king ARO. I may also all,
ia strict couedenee. that the retesoti 1
have einoked cigarette,' is that cigars







every particle of flesh disappeared. OM
this account it is eal'ed the " 
A pore Grape 0 sarn of Team Pewder. Free
Ammostia Abate:veiny peer aduillentEn
tene."-St Leal,' Republic. stria•,____- I
-•••• • 1.01
The Latest News.
Gen. (lord in delivered nu ee-l-eme
to the Conf.-do-tete .o terra gat-..red
in reunlou at 11 ouston, Tease, yeoster
day.
t t
Ppanlaels are jetittant over the re-
ported defeat if teem reh-1 a and death
of./ tee NI met , whe had been reclaim-
ed Preeident e f 1 e new If pubic.
I t t
Wilco lies dstertuined to tax the
produet of tb3 gold and eilver mines
In whieh Arn•oleau capital is inter-
ested,
If,
The death and identity hays been
established in California of Atesel
White, lost heir to a thica, N. Y. me
tate, who eloped tiOy years ago with
mealier Inc it's wife.
f
The new women eh owe up In the
oid role in Montana. She la the As
eletstat Attorney Gsnerel of the taste,
and is to wed the Attorney General,
who defeated her for the utiles,
r t t
A Conituisolon of the last Con greas
Is in session at Washington to fix the
datneeee remained by the clerks in
lb. War feepartinent in the collapse
in June, 1e93, of the old Ferd'e Thea-
ter building.
VU. rrice's crzwn eisirtas PoWdel
enee-re Paba Warawigt Agee ea,
IfeCre:AeING LEt:e.TH CF LIF.:..
Modern Cr-coin's at L.-1,4 Am Longer
Lived Than Jane Austen's Were.
Is t:!0 iteeeet reel lemming longer
lived deepile the lint ate] fever of mod-
ern civilize:ice', It el an interesting
question, and it may very erehuhly Ui
answered menet clay by scieuee in the
affirmative. Tie. I elige v ry of le-oft-s-
een '11:11 men iv Low generally cunsidered
to be greeter than that of ferment or
Iii other vrords, intellec-
tool ietieity, althotedi in tinny respects
more exhausting thee physical, hart in
the E1:1111 a salutery effect veal the hu-
man frame. It 'nay be tee nerves reflect
than the musrles upon which we main-
ly depend, after till. It is a come:len-
/Oat-0 of &eery:Bien that the big, hearty
min ore conetantly drcpping out of the
world, while IlluStt of far inure fragile.
orgaelzutioas apparently live on to a
ripe old age.
As to the incrensing lengevity of the
reee generally, VI& I:0 little inci-
dental eseiereey eel I i !tend to be
getherel frf.ta verities sources. Sonic of
the early li,roe.; heron:ere of ro-
mance. are (Ad heatre they reach what
we shiexhi life. And at the
begintting cf eer own century Jane
Austen, whose teetimeey is always unim-
peachable, epeate if the healthy and
contented wernan of •10 as having n good
prospect of 20 years ef life yet. Twenty
years! What wenion of Veiny thinks of
herself ns fa II lag rut() decrepitude at GO?
Elsewhere in Miss Austen's pages we
run across people who are old with the
passage of half a century of life. But
now we hay, Gladstones at 80 and ever
and think nothing of it.-Provideace
JouruaL
Liquid Conapensatfoa.
As illustrating the ereac value placed
on a little whisky by sonic folks in rural
Maine, where "prohibition prohibits,"
this story en told: "A big red faced fel-
low, who was suffering from a long siell
of enforced abstinence as well at from
an injured toe, was brought into the of-
five of a well known physician I
tral Maine to he oo the to atuptiteteri.
The sufferer c 'ejected to the use 01 ether
or chlaroferm,bas when the doeter turn-
ed out a tumbler of whisky faentm to
drink he uo longer oppereel the pereaar
lags, and the toe was cut off viii oei,=
trouble. Reviving after the oeeration,
hie looked et the foot moditativ.ie dleae.
wantera.n::.0,7;:et:::;:tir; ob61:hr fie awihrd -moment, and then cog
tY 0' th-% , doe e e-
me a f.
.eat whisky, an you n u o an
toe if you Jour-
nal.
'BEFORE I could get relieffrom a most hor-
rible blood dis-
ease I had spent hundreds of dollars
trying various remedies and physi-
cians, none of which did me any
good. My finger nails came off and
my hair came out, leaving Inc
perfectly bald. I then went to
HOT MINIS
Hoping to be cured by this 1 rated
treatment, but very soon beramee..,guslcd
and decided to try S.S.S. The (Abet was
truly wonderful. I commenced to recover
at once, and after I had taken twelve bot-
tles I was entirely cured-cured by S.S.S.
when the world-
Shreveport, La. •S•SIB
renowned H o t
Springs had failed.
Wm. S. Loomis,
Cor Book am tbe Doe,. ..j to Tr-e, Sec 1, ay
Adams. SWIFT SPECIFIC Le- A11.00.. toS.













Rely on Sulphur Bit-
ters anti Health will
follow.
Send 3 11-cent damns to A. P. hdwar & Co.,




The 9111 St. Grocer,
For Fresh Vegetables, Straw-
berries, and
Fresh -Groceries!
At Rock Bottom Prices,
HIGHEST
Cash prices paid for coutary
produce.
Free Pills.
te. n I your addre se to H. E B 'ea-
len & Co., Chicago, and vet a free
...ropes bete of Or. King's New L fe
Pills. A trial ectil convince you of
'heir tie.rits. These Pills sre easy in
melon amid are pittleularly iftective
in the cure of Cen•tipatIou mid Mica
Headache. For Monate and lever
tlUell they have haat) proven in-
vii'urible. They are guaranteed to be
pen, oily free from every deleterious
substance and to he purely vegetable.
They do net weaken toy their action,
but by giving tone to the stomach
and tonweie greatly irvigor•te the
•vmt•ni. It-'gu'ar inset 501 per box,
Seld by R C Harewiek,kuggiet.
PREFERRED LOCALSreFfurnes
of all kinds just received
At S. W. TALIAFERRO'S
The Driteeist 


















Cater of eyes, biter, dress reproduc• 421P-e--
ed In the ion. eepel reortrait• that we
are nownow offering you FREE! Made
for 11c and mecratite
lo 
ed by tbe Chios-
ee oms it Plettire l'o., of Chieego,
o i,, from any letting you desire,
Pithier iii tt an extra high grade, hend• 4W--
worked crayon end Ink or Iii genuine 41'
!ifs like water eol -1r tint..
Title t Vier is itla(IP, tot for your pat-
ronage alone, beat to Wall*" you to
send your Neu& tu exemine our
goods and prices, when we shall eti-
ure and hold their trade also. Call
at °nee for It he mod foli






del Lathan m„ ty,
Hopkinsville, 1'y.-
ft the finest Motel In the Month. Ali
mcdern improvements. Steam Heat
and Electric Lights throughout.
Rates, $200 to $8 PIO per day-.
For Circuit sludge.
W are authorised Pe announce
JoHN PHS.I.PS.
as • eandilate for the emee of hrenit Judge
time Th•r t Judicial I, t 111*.i•ject to
the action of Inc 144.Mocratic party „
We are dithende,1 to an ne-, hep
JuhOlt L C. 1.INN
as me candidate it re-0,1611611 10 this ogle, 0
Circuit Judge, •.11.ject tot re• action of the
I annueraCc part y
We arc autneriLed t) announce
J THOMAS P. coOK.
of Calloway connty, as a candidate for Judge
of the 4:ircnit Court of this tlistre-1, subject to
Op. action of the Democratic party.
-"OS TIM -4ramlUX a
Commissioners Sale.
Christian Circuit Court.
F W. Dabney, Asalgnev a
Aga:n..t
M. E. Rodgers,
Hy Irtote at a lodgement and order of Sale
t.tteChrlotiatt mutt Court, rvottered at the
F.Artistry Tern, t tvul-of, lieu, in the shore
cause I shall pronee.1 to otter for sale •t the
• olln Mope ...0M% in slopkin.1 •.. II/ the
hi e 'tee bldder at public AUCI100. 011 Monday,
tt :•1.1 day of June, 11411 at !: °Work a. ne
•.r there &bora, bsing comity Court day. npon
me rr,lit of 6 111.,i MOW the fol'ewing di.-
serial en.psrtV, to-wit:
Titr 11..,111.• a t•.I tot oet•uplf.1 try Mrs. M. E.
It,.1if61., Olt 'Sill. .1 5, WWI 6166.6t In Boo-
k III14% ky., Letween the Atoayon block am/
and Dr. J. A. l.unix's lot. fronting sec , feet ot.
6•11 street and running back 164 feet to 1(ph nrTelephone, 98.
,irsist lies lot 1.•• on It a large cminuodents
houm mutable both for business and residence ill"
per asies and le very drairaltler,purorepthaVr.
mustPot the purchase price, the
execute bond with approved surety or sure-
t ICA. hearing legal Interest from the day of mate
nein paid, and tile force sae effect of a Re-
plevin Bond. Bidders will he prepared to
comply promptly with 'Leer term,
(72
OCOoo "soc C0000 00000
Is what you will find by examining the
magnificent stock of
Snrina and Summer Milliner
at Mrs, A W Steele & C's
old stand. Ninth street.
MAY 16, 17, 18,
como to th Grml Sumer Opollillg
at the new Millinery Store, in Hotel Latham.
We estend a cordial invitation to the ladies of Hopkins-
ville and Christian county.
T. J. Sarzedas.
Hotel Latham Block.




Will be our greatest
DHSS Goods ad Trimmilig
We advise you, if you are in search
of a dress, and want it elegantly and stylish-
ly trimmed, not to fail to see ours, The
greatest line in the city.
Elegant suits $4, $5, $6, $7 $10 $15 up to
$25.00. The handsomest, largest, best as-
serted line silks, for dresses or waists, to be
found here. Prices the lowest. We have
received about 40 dozen Percale and Paja-
mas shirt waists, made in very ,latest style
all colors and sizes, which we offer at the
very low price of 50c, 75c and $1. Perfect
fitting, strongly made. Housekeepers, we
especially invite your attention to our line
of Carpets, Mattings, Rugs, Oil Cloths,
Lace, Chenille, Satin Damask, Swis Cur-
tains without fear of contradiction—the
largest stock, best assortment, lowest prices.
Our Shoe Department is full of choice styles
and are wonderfully cheap. In Millinery,
we are in a position to offer extra induce-
ments in quality and price. Give us your
trade this spring. We will appreciate it and
you will be the happier and richer for the












Rave you a key to i
our safe' There's $20 i
in it and some one is "i
ooing to get it. Every
,‘„ key. Your key may$2 purch
ase gets a
takeI be the right one.
en-wo-oge-e-ei-eati
A inan had a farm. Ile planted popcorn. He filled the barn with
popcorn. Barn caught on fire. Corn began to pop. It burst the barn
and spread over the holds. A near-sighted cow thought it was snow
and froze to death. *hat cow made a mistake.
We Made a Mistake.
Fine shoes of all kinds lciok so much prettier on B and C widths
than on E and F widths that in our eagerness to have pretty, stylish
shapely shoes and oxfords for our lady customers we bought too lar2.e a
proportion of narrow lasts. It Wont kill us, but it will cost us seve
ral dol-
lars:
YOU MAKE .41 MISTAKE
II you have a narrow, slim foot and don't see our stock and prices.
And even if you have a short, thick foot do 
you know it would look
much better in a narrow shoe several sizes larger than 
your foot?








E Mitt/rM11/11MT 1,11/1??IrtMMtr MrtfttMr1Mr1/1
** 33. H.Dagg 0 I1C 1 11
E Contract° r Bu ilder, a
L aGuarantees satisfaction. 1
1
1E Building Materials of Every Description,
EOINIA STREET,
Between Fourth and Fifth:,
1 Plana, Specifications and Eestimates Promptly Furnished.
Hookinsville, Ky. 1
arT. 0. Box, 67,
C. G. McDANIEL, • Business M'g'r.






ROL T. DE WITT TALMAGE IN THE
METROPOLITAN PULPIT.
Christ Was Deena* and Aim Ver7 Hamaa.
rh, Religion of Soma Christiaas Is All
W,alg tilled Wrought In Chiee-The
Tatters' Everlastiag Rest.
NtUr YORE, May It -Rev. Dr. Tal-
mage's sermon in the Academy of Mu-
sic this afternoon was a powerful and
eloqueat plea for practical Christianity.
The subject, as annoaneed, was, "Wing
end Hand, " the text being Essekiel 21.
°The likeness of the hands of a man
was under their wings."
While towed on the sea between Aus-
tralia aud Ceylon I first particularly
noticed this text, of which then and
tbere I made memorandum. This chap-
ter is all aflutter with cherubim. Who
are the cherubim? An order of angels
radiant, mighty, all knowing, adoring.
worehipfal When painter or sculptor
tried in temple at Jerusalem or in mar-
ble of Egypt to repreeent the cherubim
he made them part lion or part ox or
part eagle. But much of that is an un-
intended burlesque of the cherubim
whose majesty and speed arid splendor
we will never know until lifted into
their preteence we behold them for our-
selves, se I pray by the pardoning grace
of tied we all may. But all the accounts
Biblical and all the snppiesitions human
represeen the cherubim with wings, each
wing about seven feet long, rarer, more
Imposing then any plumage that ever
floated in earthly anneephere.
Oondor in flight above Chimborazo,
or Rocky mountain eagle aiming for the
noonday sum or albatross in play with
ocean tempests, presents no such glory.
We can get an imperfect idea of the
NV mg of cherubim by the only wing WO
see-the bird's piuion-which is the
arm of the bird, but in some respects
more wondrone than the homed arm;
with power of making itself more light
or more heavy, ot expansion and con-
traction; defying all altitudes and all
ab'yeaus; the bird looking down with
pity upon -boasting man as he toils up
the sides d the Adircmdacks, while the
wing with a few strokes puts the high-
est crags far beneath claw and beak.
But the bird's wing is only a fepble eng-
ine:tics of cherubim's wing. The great-
lain of that, the rapidity of that, the
radiance of that, the Bible again and
again sets forth
The Wing *I tasperanee.
My attention is not more attracted by
those wings than by what they reveal
when lifted. In two places in Ezekiel
we are told there were hands ander the
wings-human hands, heads like ours,
"The likeness of the hands of a man
was ander the wings. " We have all no-
ticed the wing of the chernbim, but no
000 seems yet to have noticed the hu-
mac hand under the wing. There are
whole sermons, whole anthems, whole
?etiologies, whole millenniums in that
combination of hand said wing. If this
world is ever Draught to God, it will be
In appreciation of the fact that super-
neutral and human agencies are to go
together-that which soars and that
which practically works, that which
emends the heavens and that which
machete forth to earth, the joining of
the terrestrial and the celestial, the
hand and the wing.
We see this niece in the oonstruction
of the Bible. The wing of inspiration is
in emery chapter. What realms of the
ransomed earth did Isaiah fly over!
(ever what battlefields for righteousness.
what occouations, what dotuinions of
gladness, what rainbows around th4
throw did St John hover! But in ever"
book of the Bible you just as certainIst
see the humanliand that wrote it lita
see the lawyer, showing his hand in
the Ten Commandments, the foundation
al all good legislation ; Amos, the herdie
man, showing hie hand in simileedrawn
from fields and floclue the fishermen
aporales showing their hand when write
tug about Gomel nets; Lake, the physh•
cian, showieg his hand by giving Snit
cial entente:at to diseaaes cured; Paid
showing his scholarly hand by quoting
from heathen poets. and making argu-
ment& about the resurrection that stand
sis firmly as on the day he planted them,
and St. John shows his hand by taking
his imagery from the appearance of the
brtght waters spread around the island
ot Patmos at hour of erumet, when he
',peaks of the sea of glass mingled with
fire; snores of hands writing the para-
ble', the miracles, the promises, the ho-
manna, the raptures, the consolations,
the woes of &gee Oh, the Bible is so
human, so full of heartbeats, so sympa-
thetic. so wet with team. so trium-
phant with palm branches, that it takes
hold of the human race aa nothing else
ever can take hold of it, each writer in
his own style-Job, the scientiflc ; Solo-
mon. the royal blooded; Jeremiah. the
dearstrident ; Daniel, the abstemious and
heroic-why, we know their 'style so
well that we Deed not look to the top of
the page to see who is the author. No
more conspicuous the uplifting wing of
enemratioo than the hand. the warm
hand, the flexible hand, the skillful
band of human instmmentality. "The
likewise of the hands of a man was un-
der the wings. "
The Speed ei Prayer.
Again, behold this combination of
my text in all successful Christian work
We stand or kneel in our pulpits and so-
cial meetings and reformatory associa-
%lens offering prayer. Now, if anything
has wings, it is prayer. It can fly farther
and faster than anything I can now
think ot In one second of time from
vrhere you tit it can fly to the throne of
lead sod alight in England. In one sec-
ond of time from where you sit it can
fly to the throne of trod and alight in
India. ft can girdle the earth in a
shorter time than you can seal a letter,
or clasp a belt, or hook an eye. Wings.
whether that prayer starts from an in-
fant's tongue or the trembling lip of a
centenarian, rising from the heart of a
'farmer's wife standing at the daahing
Aborts, or before the hot breath of a
/MAMMXF oven. they soar away and piok
oat of all the shipping of the earth on
all the seas the craft on which her sailor
boy al voyaging. Yea, prayer can fly
clear down into the future. When the
father of Queen Victoria was dying, he
anked that the infant Victoria might be
brought while be sat up in bed, and the
babe was brought, and the father prayed,
"If this child should live to become
queem of England. may ahe rule in the
fear of Sod?" Having ceded his prayer,
he said, "Take the child away." But
all who know the history of Englaed
for the last 60 years know that the
prayer for that infant more than 70
years ago has been answered, and with
'what emphasis and affection millione of
the 'queen', ottleiepte have this day in
chapdis and oalheMinn, cal litatheanZliilke
supplicated, "God save the queen!"
Prayer flies not only maces continents,
but across centuriese If prayer had only
feet. is might run here and thew and do
wooden. But it has wings, and they
are as radiant ofippInme and as swift to
rise or swoop or dart or circle as the
cherubim's wings which meet through
Eaekiel's vision. But, oh, my friends,
the prayer must have the hand under
the wing, cr te may amount to nothing
The mother's hand, or the father's
hand. must write to the wayward boy
as soon as you can hear how to address
Chiristian souls must contribute to
the evens-etre= of that faroff lend for
which they have been praying. Stop
singing "Fly abroad, thou mighty gos-
pel," unless you are willing to give
something of your OW0 means to make
it fly. Have you been praying for the
salvation of a young man's soul? That
is right, but also extend the hand of in-
vitatioo to come to a religions meeting
Useless Christina UMW&
It always aurae§ oar sympathy to see
a man with his hand in aiding. We ask
him: "What is the matter? Hope it fa
net a felon:" or, "Have your fingers
been crushed?" Bat nine out of ten of
all dluistians are going their life long
with their hand in a sling. 'They have
been hurt by indifference re wrong ideas
of what is beet. or it is injured of con-
ventionalities, and they never put forth
that bend to lifter help or rescue any
doce TheY Wan, and their prayer has
wings, but there is no hand under the
wings. From the very structure of the
hand we might make up our mind as to
some of the things it was made for-to
hold fast, to lift, to pnek to Pull, to
help and to rescue. And endowed with
two hands, w• might take the broad
hint that for others as well es for our-
selves we were to hold fast, to lift, to
push. to pull, to help, to reenne. Won-
drous hand 1 You know something of
the "Bridgewater Treatises." When
Rev. Francis Henry Bridgewatec in his
will left $40,000 for easays on "The
Zower. WiedotmesteLndszettects of _GOti.
sii Irrernl?ehted id Ihe -an (1
Davies Gilbert, the president of the
Royal society. choee eight persons to
write eight bodes, Sir Charles Bell, the
scientist, chise ae the subject of his
great boek, ''11w Hand; Its Mechanism
and Vital Eediiwinents as Evincing De-
sign." Oh. tee hand! Its machinery be-
gaining at the Omelette, and working
through shafts of bone, upper Arm and
forearm, down to the eight bones of the
wrist, and the five bones of the palm,
and the fourteen bones of the fingers
aud thumb, and composel of a labyrinth
of muscle and nerve and artery and
fleah, which no one hut Almighty text
could have planned or exteuted. But
how suggestive when it reached down
to us from under the wings of the cher-
ubim! "The likenees of the hands of a
man was under the wings."
cheat.. Uplifting Disking.
This idea is 00114am-el in Christ. When
he rose from Mount Oli vet, he took wing.
All up and down his life yon see the np-
lifting divinity. It glowed in his fore-
head. It flashed in his eyes. Its ca-
dences were heard in his voice. But he
was also verg human. It Was the hand
under the wing that touched the woes
of the world and took hold of the sym-
pathies of the centuries. Watch his hand
before it was spiked. Therm was a dead
girl in a governor's houee, and Christ
comes into the room and eekes her pale,
cold hand in his warm grasp, and she
opens her eyes on the weeping home-
hold and says: "Father, what are you
crying about? Mother, what are you
crying about?" The book says, "He
took her by the band, and the maid
arose." A follower, angered at an in-
milt offered Christ drew the sword from
sheath and struck at a man with the
sharp edge, aiming. I think, at his fore-
head. Etot the weapon glanced aside
and took off the right ear at its roots.
Christ with his hand reconstructed that
wonderful organ of sound, that whisper-
ing gallery of the soul, that collector of
vibrations, that arched way to the audi-
tory nerve, that tunnel without which
all the musical internments of earth
wonld be of no avail The book says,
"He touched his ear and healed him."
Meeting a full grown man who had
never seen a sunrise, or a sunset, or a
flower, or the face of his owe father or
mother. Christ moistens the dust from
hie own tongue and stirs the dust into
an eye salve, and with his own hands
applies the Orange medicament, and
suddenly all the colors of earth and sky
rush in upon the newly created optio
nerve, and the instantaneous noon drove
out the long night
When he sees the erief of Mary avid
Martha he sits doW11 and cries with
them. Some say it is the Shortest verse
in the Bible, but to me it eeems because
of its far reaching sympathies about
the largest-"Jesus wept!" So very,
hum.an He could not stand the sight of
dropsy or epilepsy or paralysis or hun-
ger or dementia, but he stretches out
his sympathetic hand toward it. So very,
very human Omnipotent,and majestic
and glorious, this angel of the new
covenant, with wings capable of encir-
cling a universe, and yet hands of gen-
tleness, hands of helpfulness, "The
hands of a man under the wings."
There is s kind of religion in our day
that ray text rebukes. There are men
and women spending their time in de-
lectation over their saved state going
tbout from prayer meeting to prayer
tweting. and from church to church.
telling how happy they ere. But show
their. a subscription paper, or ask them
to go and visit the sick, or tell them to
reclaim a wanderer, or speak out for
'tome unpopular Christien enterprise,
and they have bronchitis or Mitch in the
side or sudden attack of grip. Their
religiou is all wing and no hand. They
can fly heavenward, but they canaut
reach out earthward.
Lifting the Borden.
While Thomas Chalmers occupied the
chair of moral philosophy in St. An-
drew's university he bad at the same
time a Sabbath school dem of -ger boys
down in the shims of Ediubtire,!.'. While
Lord Fitzgerald waa traveling in Cana-
da he saw a poor ludian squaw carrying
a crushing load, and he took the burden
on his own shoulders. That was Christ-
like. That was "a hand under the
vaing." The highest type of religion
rays little about itself, but is busy for
God and in helping to the heavenly
shore the crew and passengers of this
shipwrecked planet. Such people are
busy now up the dark tapes of this city,
and all through the mountain glens,
and down in the quarries where the
sunlight has never vidted, and amid
the rigging, helping to take in another
reef before the Caribbean whirlwind.
A friend was telling me of an exquisite
thing about Seattle, theta of Waehingtou
territory, nowgot Washington state.
The tactile ea Seattle had reised a gen-
erone Mina of money for tile Johnsfewn
',Offerers from the flood A few days
sites Seattle woe destroyed by fire. I
saw it while the whole-city was living
in tents. In a public meeting some one
proposed that the money raised for
Johnstown be need for the relief of their
own city, and the cry was No! No!
No! Send the money to Johnstown, and
by ecclamation the motiey was so sent.
Nothing more beautiful or sublime than
that. Under the wing of fire that smote
Seattle the sympathetic hand, the help-
ing hand, the mighty hand of Christian
relief for people thousands of miles
away.
Why, there are I00,000 men and wo-
men whose one bueiness is to help oth-
ers. Helping hands, inimiring hands,
lifting handle emancipating hands, sav-
ing hands. Sure enonette those people
had wings of faith and wings of prayer
and wings of consolation, but "the like-
neve of the hands of a man Wad under
the wings." There wits much sense in
that which the robust boutman said
when three were in a boat off the coast
in a sudden storm that threatened to
sink the boat, and one eaggestel that
they all kneel down in tbe boat tope:1y,
and the robust man took hold of the oar
mud began to pull, saying, "Let you,
the stream, stout fellow, lay hold the
other oar, and let the weak one who
cannot pull give himself up to prayer."
Pray by all meanie but at the game
time pull with all your might fie the
world's rescue. An arctic traveler hunt-
ing beaver while the iee was breaking
up, and suppoeing that there was no
human being within 100 miles, heard
the ice crackle, and lol a lost man, in-
sane with hunger end cold, was wading
in the ice water. The explorer took the
man into his canoe and m.ade for Lind,
and the people gathered ou the shore.
All the islanders had been looking far
the lost man, and fluding him, aocord-
ing to prearrangement all the bells rang
and all the guns fired. Oh, you min
make a glander time among the towers
and hilltops of heaven if you can fetch
home a wanderer!
The Other hide of the story.
In our time it is thelmbit todenounce
tbe cities and to speak of them as the
perdition ef all wickeder-se Is it not
time for some one to tell the other side
of the story and to say: that the city is
the heaven of pritetical belefuluess?
Leek at the eratenvered purl fonntained
?arks, where the invalids mutt COME
end be refreshed ; the ,Illowery ruitaien,
through which annually over 100.000
mtne to get bread for this life and bread
for the life to come, all the pillows of
:hat institution under Me bleesiug of
him who had not whereto lay hie head;
he free schools, where the most amen-
Tithed are educated; -the hoepitals for
broken bones; the home* for the restore-
',ion of intellects astrey; the Orphan
House, father and raether to all who
;erne under its benediction; the mid-
eight missions, which pour neaboon
upon the darkened; the Prison Reform
istiociaticni; the bowies of merry; the
!nfirruaries; tlap sheltering arms; the
iid societies; the indaetrial schools;
.be Sailors' Snug Harbor; the found-
ling asylums; the ftee dispensaries,
.vherre greatest ticientifte skill feels the
pulse of wan pauper .; the ambulance,
the startling stroke of its hell clearing
the way to the place ef casualty, and
zood souls like the mother who came to
the Howard mission, with its crowd of
friendless boys picked up from the
'greets, and saying, °If yon have a
crippled boy, give him to me; my dear
boy died with the spinal complaint,"
and such a one she eitind and took
him home and mused him till he was
well. It would take a sermon three
weeks long to do jnstice to the mighty
things which our cities are defog for
the unfortunate aud the lost. Do not say
that Christianity in our cities is all
show and talk and genuflexion and sa-
cred noise. You have been so long look-
ing at the hand of cruelty, and the hand
of theft, and the band of freed, and the
hand of outrage, that you hare mt suffi-
ciently appreciated the hand of help
stretched forth from the doors and win-
k:eget churches mot] from merciful in-
Niatoliimak 
Sinutums, the Chilstlike hand, the
cherubic heed. "the hand under the
wine."
Whoa the Day of Reward Cometh.
There is ulso in my subject the sug-
gestion of rewarded work for God and
righteonsnens. \Vhen the wing went
the hand went. When the wing ascend-
ed the hand ascended; and for every
useful and Christian hand there will be
elevation celestial and eternal. Expect
no human gratitude, for it will not
come. That was a wise thing Fenelon
wrote to his friend: am very glad,
my dear. good fellow, that you are
pleased with one of my letters which has
been showu to you. Yon are right in
saying and believieg that I ask little of
nwn in general. I try to do much for
them and to expect nothing in return. I
find a decided advantage in theee terms.
Ou these teems I defy them to disap-
point " my hearers, the day
cometh when yonr work, which perhaps
no one has noticed ur rewarded or hon-
ored, will rate to heavenly recognition.
While I have been telling you that the
hand was under the wing of the cheru-
bim I want you to realize that the wing
was over the hand. Perhaps reward
may not come to you right away. Wash-
ington lest more battles than he won,
bnt he tritunphed at the lust. Walter
Scott, in boyhood. was called "the
Greek blockheatl," hot what height of
renown did he uot afterward tread?
Rest For the Toiling.
And I premise you victorT farther on
and higher up, if not in this world.
then in the next. tie the heavenly dee
when your lifted hand shall be gloved
with what honors, its finger enringed
with what jewels, its wrist clasped with
what splendors! Come up and take it,
yon Christian woman, who served at the
weshruh 1 Conte np and take it, yon
Christian shoemaker, who pounded the
thee last! Come up and take it, you
profeesional nurse, whose compensation
never fully paid for broken nights and
'the whims and struggles of delirious
sickneens! Gime up and take it, you
firemen, beetreated, far down amid the
greasy- machinery of oceau steamers,
and ye coudnetors and engineers on rail-
roads, that knew no Sunday, and whose
ringing bells and loud whistle never
warned off your own anxieties!
Come up and take it, you mothers,
who rocked and lallabied the family
brood until they took wing for other
nests and never appreciated what yon
had done anti suffered for them. Your
hand was well favored when you were
young, and it was a beautiful hand, so
well roweled, so graceful that many ad-
mired and eulogized it, but hard work
calloused it and twisted it, and self
sacrificing toil for others paled it, and
many household griefs thinned it, and
the ring which went ma_onlyteith a
push at-the marriage altar now fs too
large and falls eff, and again and again
you have het it. Poor hand! Weary
hand! Wernout hand! But God will
reconstruct it, reanimate it. readorn it,
and all heaven will know the story of
that hand. What fallen ones it life
up! What tears it wiped away What
wounds it beadaged I What lighthouses
it kindled! What storm tossed ships it
brought into the pearl beached harbor!
Oh, I am so glad that in the virrion of
my text Eeekiel saw the wing above tLe
hand. Roll on that everlasting rest for
all the telling and misunderstood and
wuffering aced weary children of God,
and know eight well that to join your
hand, at List emancipated from the
struggle, will be the soft hand, the gen
tle hand, the triumphaut hand, of him
who wipeth away all tears from all
face& Thin will be the palace of the
king of which the poet sang in some-
what Scotch dialect:
It's a bonnie,; bonnie warl that we're Hvin
the not t,
An sunny ta Iho Ian we aften traivel thro',
but in rain Wo look for something to which
oor hearts can cling,
For its beauty ta usething to the palace o'
the King.
We see oor triton's await us ower yonder at his
gate.
Then let az ag' be ready, for, ye ken, it'd gettin
late.
Let our brayed brtlitly burnin: let's raise
our vi.iee and sing.
Soon we'll meet. to part nose Izmir, i' the palacv
of the King.
The Paeans of Rowdyism.
I have just been wading through sev-
eral printed collections of music hall
songs and fled it impossible to convey,
without pages cf quotation, any ade-
quate idea of the rank imbecility that
characterizes them, almost without ex-
ception. It would perhaps be unfair to
dwell cm their metrical deficiencies.
There seenis to be no reason why verses
for music should not be written in
meter. But the rhymers may retort that
there is no reason why they should.
What is most striking is the utter pov-
erty and monotony of their topics, the
sordiduess of their view of life, the
baseness of their ideals, the insincerity
of their eutinedinan, the total absence
of healthy passion or indignation and
even of genuine, tin/creed gayety or
sentiment The humor is that of the
mock valentine, their pathos that of tbe
pavement artist
They page from praises of debauchery
and paeans of rowdyism to grimy care
cattam of the sordidness of lower mid-
dle class life, inapt jccositiea on love
and marriage, birth and death and pat-
ently insincere criticisms on public
events. Their philosophy is a mean and
shallow knowingness, their patriotism
is cheap and empty bluster. The worship
of the ugly, which leads the most popu-
lar "curet-diens" to assume a red nose
when they have it not and trick them-
selves ant, with neither rhyme nor rea-
son, in garments many sizes too large for
them, inspires the Iterature of the music
ball no hes than its physical preseuta-
tions.-teintemporary Review.
The Stairs an Afterthought
The oat stery abeut building a honer
and fergetting the staireuee, which has
preiebly been worked tiff at the expense
of every young architect who has been
boru 1011f0 staineses were invented, was
actually teethe d in the epee of Menteell
-which the late dowager Dateless
of /Modem-II made famous by her en-
tertainments. Wheu the hense WAR near-
ly finished, it was discovered that no
meaus of reaching the upper floors had
been previded, and the grand staircase
which hied to be added censiderably
marred the arrangements of the mau-
siou-Letelea Elmira
A Sure Way.
rather-V-1'1n getting tired of having
eoneg Roller onning here and
went it tempest.
Daughter-I'm sure, father, I do all
I can to discourage his visits.
Fa.ther--Nonsense. I haven't heard
feu sing to him once.-Philadelphia
fk. Priee's Crz4rn Baking Powdef
IlifOoff-T a Doan laifrOardt •on•
'ou need
Tonle' up
-your system requires bracing
against these debilitating Spring
days. Get something that will
purify and enrich the blood and
gently stimulate the action of the
kidneys, the liver, and the digestive
organs, and you are pretty sure of
good health. In other words, get
Brown's
Iron Bitters,
that famous old remedy which hid
been doing its good work for so
many years. If you put your
trust in Brown's Iron Bitters you
will not do so in vain. But try it
for yourself and see.
Brown's Iron Bitters b pleasant
to take. It will not stain the teeth,
nor Cause constipation. See the
crossed red lines on the wrapper.
BROWN CHEMICAL CO,
Baltimore, - • • Md,
Palpitation et the Heart
Shortness of Breath, Swelling
of Legs and Feet.
"For about four hears 1 was t roub-
led wish palpitation of the heart,
shortness of breath aed swelling of
the legs and feet. At times I would
feint. I was treated by the best phy-
sicians in Savannah, Ca.. with no re-
lief. I then tried viirious Springs
without benefit. Finally, I tried
Dr. Miles' Heart Cure
also his Nerve and Liver rills. After
hceinnine to take thcm-.1.fdt &per! I
continued taking them arid I am now
in better health than for many years.
Since my recovery I have gained fifty
pounds in weight. I hope this state-
merit may be of value to some poor
sufferer. -
E. B. SUTTON. Ways Station, Ga..
Dr. Miles Tleart Cure Is sold on a positire
Plarantate that the brat bottle will benefit.
All ri ruegetts sel I It at .41, 6 bottles for IS, or
it will he sent. prepaid, on receipt ot price
by the Dr. !linos Modical . Fillnars,
DE A Feztb4!I Llirf'AnD,hi,,tron4hPlp ,217:8
EMI heard. No pain. e. et heel, 8311{-0
Near Tor/L.401r th.pot Serld for and as RN a.
Ciilehroter's F.oellah Diamond liras&
NNYROYAL PILLS
Original sad Only Canada.%
••r t, al•ay• 4Ao.ba ast
I.rostglet for (1..-4•411or • "c.,..*
Bross.i In Held
y.-414.1 votA Noe ribbon. 'Take
a. Nilo, 111.1100,044• 0/4.41110
awl Weal 14....1 AI Drautabyet.e.94,,
NANI.4 luartleutar, le4.00014441.1 4b I
•'1,triirr Do. Lodira... t•estf. relarausu. 10,04141 r.atnevt.t. tup r,
ildrarnfarflooaleall:in,,ILadlawa aquae*
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There were 3,134,934 Packages of
Hulas' Rocrreitatt sold in 1894,
which made 15,675,735 gallons,
Of 313,494,700 glasses, suffi-
cient to give every man, wo-
man and child in the United
fatates, five glasses each-did
g ou get your share? Be sure
and get seine this ycar.
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WILL i IKE II'
Five thousand people attended the
races at Churchill Downs Saturday
Nick Fineries Voladora won the
Kentucky Oaks. The other honors
tem carried off by Myrtle Harkness,
Seats Cruz, Tile Cucuta •ner sad The
Wien r,
THE KODAK CAN LiE.
Pot instance. It Can Transform a Smsdl
Fish Into a Big One.
atnate ar thee 'grainier who is also
an metier is well LINVUTO that his cmuent
will back him up when bomeing of his
piecatorial peewees. One photo I saw
repretonted huge fish, the length of
which appeared to equal that of a :foot
rule, which was like shown. reality
the "take" was a little dace, or carp,
and while being photographed 't had
been held very close to the lens. The
rule, of course, was taken some distally('
away.
One of my authorities was once en-
gem-4i by both sides iu a law catiti. A
compauy, which I will call the City
Lamle Improvement compum, wanted to
abolish a certain court leading frem
Lombard street to King William street
aud wen- willing I establish be its stead
a passage through tem of their own
buildings. The eanpany's plea was that
the court was 0 dingy, not to sey dirty,
hie, and, furthermore, that it was hernia
NI by loafers of questionable character.
Conneel for the other side, representing
mereleuits having offices in the court,
stoutly maintained that the passage was
well lighed and eminently nepectable.
Photographs were handed in from both
sides. The drst photo showed a narrow,
di:imputable looking alley, strewn with
rubbish and fallen hoarding. The other
picture, however, thowed the court in
dispute to be a fairly broad, well lighted
city thoroughfare, frequented by mer-
chants of thriving appearance. These
photogrephs were taken for the honse
lords committee, but the matter was
amicably settled.
Here is another case: The Shuttle
Machine company vacatel their prem-
ises in Cheapeide, and another sewing
machine dealer moved in. In order to
trade upon the established reputation of
the company the second tenant left tho
old name on the windows end over tle
door, but added the word "late" in very
minute characters for his own protec-
tion. Tim Shettle ennpany Waxed
wroth, brought Le actiou and engaged a
photegrapher to take a view it the of-
fending shop front from it tailor's win-
(low oppesite. Wheu this photograph
was predneed in court, it was handed to
the presiding judge with a peverfnl
glare, whereupon his lordship was able
to perceive that what appeered to the
eye tfi b.) a mere ornamental (anti was
in reality the protective word "late."
The photogrigher himself, by the way,
was not aware of this. The aggrieved
sewing machine eempany secured au in•
juncticee-Strand Magazine.
KILLED CY THEIR Arimon.
It Weighed Too Mach For Use Stoutest
nosalun Soldiers.
One of the interesting features of the
lateceies funeral was, se metal, the two
men clad in tuediieval amen, ono on
horseback fuel the other on foot
'rho mounted knight had his visor
open, and his itTlitor Wati of bur-tested
mild. which glittered in the sun. He
symbolized life.
The other was on foot. His armor
was eral black steel. His visor was
closed, and in hia hand he bore a drawn
two banned -swerd, the blade of wheel
was ishreudod crem He symbolized
death
The weight of these two snits of ar-
mor is to great that, notwithstending
the moet gigantic nien of the, imperial
guard being ielcetel to dm tbem. the
one on foot who ofileiated at the obse-
quies of Emperor Nieledas I fell de ad
from eehanstien en needling the church
of SS. Peter and Panl, where Om impe-
rial mausoleum ix situated. While at the
funeral of Alexander II the blink knight
fainted derive, the taartei them the
Winter malaee to the place of interment
and was carried to the beepital, where
he diet the same uight.
A similar Lao overteek the black
knight at the receut evar's funeral It
was deserved that he could tearcely drag
hinuelf along during the latter part of
the I nicest:lieu threwheli the capital, end
on reachieg the furls-teat be mink uncon-
scious to the gretuul and has since died.
-New York Ades-neer.
The Tallahassee Madstont
The meet famous shuttle:el madetone
belougn in the fanely eif ex-Governor
Walker of Tanabe:tee, 1.1a. The stone
was presented to the governor several
years ago by the person who took it from
the stomach of a deer. The valuable lit-
tle concretion is oblong in shape, about
1 inches in length and of a bluish gray
color. One end tapers to a blunt pent ;
the other is flattened and has an uper-
ture through which the epougy. piroue
interior may be plainly seen. \Then in
use, the opening is applied directly over
the wound, and the pithy substance
which forms the iuterior et the stone is
supposed to "enek out" and absorb the
poisonous venom. whether Mjected by a
deadly serpent or a rabid dog. Persiem
who have seen the stone applied declare
that it adhered famly to the wound ea
long as there was a particle of venom in
the system.-St. bees Republic.
Alpaca For Traveling Dowse.
Silk alpaca il4 a fabric, much in favor
at present. It bears but little rescue
alauce to the material known by that
name ROM° years ago. This searon al-
paca is shown in all the new colors aud
in a variety of chartniug patterns. It is
a pliable material, graceful and service-
able nue tine especially suited for a trav•
(sling mien. It sheets the (hist and scorns
wriekles.-New York News.
One Trne Adultery.
"Mr. Timmins," said the old fash-
ioned girl, "I hope yon are nut au ad-
min.'. of the uew
"Oh, but I am," einfeseed Timmins.
"She is good for at least three jokes and
• plain every week."-Indianapolis
&runlet
Dbtenuraging to Forestry.
A rifle that will go through 24 inches
of oak and a human body at 1,500 yards,
such us the new army rifle will do, dm
hermit the previensly existing high pre.
Menu on trees in time of bettle.-Ruch
Ater Union aud Advertiser.
You've No Idea
Ho 4, saparille bita
imeds of the peers wb eei
tired out or rue dont) from •ny cause
1. ans-f1111 to Oil up the %hole
mechanism 4 f the body se that all
,trin vies ehly Pii.d work beet-dues
d...ileht If von ar I trOd and
H ‘ridspartlia is just
list p.0 nerd. Tr IL
- 
1:twit's Pies ours. eanesti
eg, j steelier, Mel.
he• adache,
16.)11,1eal strain. ..re in •
'Miele re ndition again, It is at.
open "'Perri that the 'feel; or the
Chaseellor, Pince H the D'Oe, and
ths minister of the interior. Herr V. ti
Koehler, clash on inmst subject• of On-
permitter Th. lattres position is so
shaken that his tenure of Alm may
end at any moment.
The World's Fair Tests
showed no baking powder
so pure or so great in kav-
ening power as the Royal.
The hetet) crop in Krieurky Is said
to be threatened with extinction from
a peculiar weed known at brognusage.
The tobacco crop in Central Kentu -
ky ale° said to be in great danger
from the same weed, which fastens
itself to the roots of the plaut and
prevents it from receiving auy suste-
nance front the soil.
WMa. Baby wane-el', we gars Deg Casts:rift
Ram ahe was a CLOld, she crled for Caste/dish
Vitae she became 3flon. to OnstswIlk.
11111+ Eby Gastalts
Capt A E. Richards, of Iguleville,
who took morphine Thursday night




"Mystic Cure" for rheumatism and
neuralgle radically curee in 1 to 3
days. Ite action upon the system is
remarkable and mysterious. It re-
moves at one, the mouse stid the di-
sease linmedisteiy die ye • re The
first doe. ereetly Wien 75 cents
geld by 11, 0. ifxrdwidk. druggist
•Ileplehievele. Welded.),
Lost Energy,
Fickle appetite, tired feeling, stomach
sickness and weakness can he
promptly trtiedied by using
Dr. J. H. McLean's
Strengthening Cordial
I, Blood Purifier.
lt strengthens and builds up the enfeebled system, creates
a good appetite and promotes digestion, clears the complexion and
restores the body to perfect health.
Sold by all Druggists at P.00 per bottle.
THE DR. J. H. MCLEAN MEDICINE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
GREELEY AS A BOY.
HE LOVED TRUTH AND WAS WAL-
LOPED FOR HIS INTEGRITY.
The FAIMODA Journalist Acquired It nosel-
edge Early Through Great Tribulatioa.
SY-0KICv4 "a Child of the Devil," Was Kind
to the Ito; Who Wanted to Learn.
The oft told and praisewortby story
about the sterling quality of George
Washington's truthfulness when a lad
and the straightforward confession, "I
tell a lie, father; I did it with
my little hatchet," that have made the
Father of His Country the idol of boyish
he-arts stands not alone as an example
of American youthful integrity.
Another lad, when priniabinent as
keenly dreaded confronted him and a
father more irate than George's parent
is ever pictured to have been, stood bold-
ly forth when queeitioned and acknowl-
edge! himself the culprit. This other
boy was Horace Greeley, and the story
is an interesting one.
It happened in the town of Erie, Pa.,
where Horace spent a great part of hie
boyhood. The lad was unusually preco-
cious and at the age of 10 years was
considerel the prodigy of tbe town. He
was a great reader and eagerly devoured
anything in the way of useful literature
that came in his way. His father was a
poor man, and Horace had not many
chances for mental culture, but so keen
was the boy's love of study and ambi-
tion for knowledge that he used to visit
by stealth an old neighbor who poseessed
a handsome and finely stocked library.
This old fellow was, to the mind of
Herace's father, the essence of all that
Wail irreligious. His name was Scaggs
-Nathaniel Scaggs-aud despite his
quiet method of living aud hisacknowl-
edged honesty of character he remained,
to Mr. Greeleya mind, a vile and hard-
ened sinner. Old &ago rarely attended
any place of worship and on pleasant
Sunday afternoons could always be seen
sitting iu front garden boldly smok-
ing his corncob pipe. These were the
causes of Mr. Greeley's condennialiou,
and lie dubbed the old scholar "a child
of the devil."
But &WO bad taken a fancy to the
bright faced Horace and invited the boy
to his home, After the first visit and a
glimpse of that weederful storehouse of
bookie Hortue could not stay away. Ile
knew his father bated old Scaggs and
called hint a "last soul," and he real-
ized it his visits to their neigehor reach•
eil his e.ers that his fatber would in-
stantly prohibit his calls.
At the mum time old Scaggs' kind -
melt had won his heart. His wiedom
had gained his admiration, and he felt
the injnstice of his father's dislike to-
ward bis old friend. Besides the cid
man was teachiug him Latin and open•
lag daily to the breed) mind fields of
thought and seecteetion and pointing
out with care and patience pitiloraphie
trioutra  so eagerly ihttellt:t: to by young
Once in the nehlille of a sentence of
Cicero, while the tw e were engaged in
their daily reading the boy stopped short
aud exclaimed: "Mr. Scaggs, my father
doesn't like you. He says you are a
child of the devil."
The old man was silent for a moment
aud then burst ont laughing.
"Why does your father dislike me,
Horace?" be asked.
"Well, you don't go to trier,,ing, you
know, sir, and then you smoke your
pipe on Sunday. "
"Yes, I do, my boy, but I did Dot
know that was a great sin. I ant sorry
your father dislike* me, my son. Let us
go on web Cicero." And the reading
continued. That night Horace Greeley
made up his mind to speak to his father
and make a plea for old Scaggs' friend-
step. Accordingly, tust before bedtime
Horace acc-osted lam father:
"Father, not tiod forbearing?" he
asked.
"Yea, my son. Why do you ask?"
"Does be not forgive much to those
who are kind and intelligent?"
"Why do yen ask?" still inquired the
fatb.
tetr'ell, I think Mr, Scaggs is both
kind and intellectual, and I somehow
hoped thu goud Lord would overlook his
smoking aud not goieg to meeting."
The old man at once grew stern, ques-
tioned young Horace regarding his &e-
licited° for their neighbor, and eventu-
ally the secret of the boy's visits and
studies was brought to light. Mr. Gree-
ley forbade his sou to go uear old Scaggs
&gal°, deuouncee Latin books as im-
pious reading and threatened the lad
with the strap.
Horace Greeley, after he got to be the
editor of a big New York newspaper,
used to tell the story with much feeling.
"After being forbidden old Scaggs
ocanpanionship," be said, "1 went aod
told the old man about it. Ile teemed
grieved, but told tue to obey my father.
The next day e as with my teacher at
the usual hour, and after promising
him I would tell my father of my visit
our lesson went on as usual. Then I
went hones and told my dad, anti he wal-
loped owl Fur whole week I contin•
tied ray visits to my old preceptor, and
each night I received a thrashing-more
severe vacb timel At the end of the
week I had toeat my meals standing up
Then my father locked uie up for a few
days, and we left Erie for Vermont in
less than a fortnight. Yee I slipped
out and bade old Scaggs goodby.
The old man was tearful and gave U10
the worn volume of Cioero as a parting
gift. Of course I got a licking for that
visit also, but had seen my old frieud
and had my beloved Latin reader but-
toned tightly beneath my waistcoat. I
honored my father always, " Mr. Greeley
ooncluded, "but never forgave him
those lashings. Ile was a blue Pretby-
teeian and could not tolerate Sabbath
breaking Ho was a mighty goud man,
but when I think of those whippings"
-and then Mr. Greeley used to minima,
mucb to the delight of his listeners. -
New York Recorder.
The meanie on one Pompeii floor is
knewn to have cost $12.
"4.11 1111.441••••
IMinisters of the 6os-el
DORSE1
Electropo ise
Rev. John Rodgers, Danville, Ky.
It Is a mystery to me, almost a
miracle.
Rev. Z Meek Calletteburit, Kite
I have used the Electropolse for
five years and find it Itmaluable as a
curative agent, especially it it effica-
cious in eases of feebleewomen sod
delicate children.
Rev. Robert Burett, Leuisville Bap-
tilt Seminary.
Electropoire cured after all other
remedies failed.
Eev. W. \V. Bruce, Houstenville' Ky.
Electropoise cured opium ,hablt.
Rev. (tem Means. Covington, Ks.
In one night the Electrepoise re-
lieved brain congestion and vertigo.
We could fill tbis paper with ulna-
lar reports, but think this pufficient
o Interest you 1n seeding for beet
on the subject of htalth. ro•
'Discrete: il fee- meuths for $10.
DU Re WE3R,





Kole- krag e2a,1 ET.
"E.:INCE, I USED
CAP
My. Clothes are whitcr.tny Health better.
my Labor less':
\BEST. PUREST MOST ECONOMICAL
SOLD EITRY14 uErtr,
fir 1171E11.K.FAHARCO6PAI{Y.STIons.
Prices Cut Half In To at -
"The Palace
The Gkpat Slaughter of Fine NI . his is your harve.A.
fe tad nap the never before Lit aid of Bargains.
Piniso
Niso Caps and Hoods
Ve W or' ti 71,
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Maim' acturst, alio Importer of--
5
ITALIAN MAR B E
COTO, WEDE and the most desirab!e EASTERN
GRNITE MONUMENT, T BLETS,
and ST TUARY.
After 40 years experience we feel confident that older*
trusted to us will be executed a skillful
and artistic manner.
drone rbut the BEST Material Used.
ALL ARE HERE!
A full and c omplete line of all
the:latest and fashionable grades
and shades of, .
German Summer Tier-eys,





.S., dopy Suitings, London Mohawks.
LaltPreibe.lings,
Also a full line of fancy vestings, F. & 11. Cioth, Doe
skin awl Chi) 'es N% orbteads, at








Managers 6outhern Pei amment,
'The. Columbia" Louibville, Ky
Cernett & Moore Agents
41,.•••••••-•-..
C. H. LAYNE
Livery, Ft ed ,& Sale
Stable!
Cot. Seventh and Virginia Sts.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Rigs Furnished day or night.
J. E. Tdr;PHERsok, 2ebE. E. CAMPBELL, Prest.
['tank of Hopinsville!
ONeORPORATED • 1865.)
Capital and Surplus $275.000
-=le=cfroMB9-
- E. P. CAMPBELL,- -JOHN P. GARNETT-
-D R. BEARD,- -DR. E. S. STUART,-
-C. H. BUSH.-
= MB MI
Tuts BANK oflers its custorner every banking facility,
liberal treatment, prompt and careful attention to all busi-
little) entrusted. CORRESPON DENCE SOLICITED With 080
contemplating a change or division of theiraccounts.
FASHION NOTES.
Paris Riniellsten s•y th y will





Ameng eurr•u f elOoneble sr.
fumes the sweet clover teems ahead.
1 -1 Paris a new rotor ribbons and
velvet is "feg green."
Miniature gelf esues rely r and
cold, slim in tot-tokens-11, are ths very
newept in bonnet 'line.
•••
Empire far a ere topteed:ugtv Iowa°
tiful, even if therms.. hems-nettle et:-
'tattoos. 1 hey nerd a topic of con-
versation, t
•••
Newest portlerse for country )1000f h
are nisde of root:ten 4110 •S T..e)
are utt ri -us
Mf. 1'1'6114 Wood, a pretnineet eiti
ze of Cerulean Swipe., was on our
s arts ihie morning
Will a ' 3114.0.








Over One Million People wear the
W. I Douglas $3 & $4 Shoes
All our shoes ere equally satisfactory
They give the best sstre the money.
Theveteal cestoin shoes if. et) le and fit.
Tlyslr wearing WV wooer. . d.
The pr, :es -••stlIr j/t.0 On 14,4e.,
ry4.44 3 '1 1 1 , 1' rr toT,Lra.
• ' _r, ;qr.' Li,





Moet %tomer. have a natur.1
dreao of wince,- Wind%
and dampness eritti.rtiena sae
chaps Steir skirl. Many have
trained knowledge etperienee




briers going ea:. It protects
setter 4 and twautilles the eom-
plexicet. and then-tt Ls in tialbla
U it is rightly used.
NAYS YOU EVER Truly IT 7
ALL DRUGGISTS and




Large Lines of Fire !
H•pre-t utaovee et the
Mutual Be Eft Life 1 s, Co,
Ot Newark. Neer Jersey.
A contract is what you want.
•.c.te the contract of the 3Iu
tual bendit before you in-
,-ure your life.
LOANS
and eal estate are specialties
ith Us. Office west ride




TOL. -11--rnrrt-bstir 'Hine It.
50 CENT & I 00 IlitTFLES
BE CURED AT_IFYIE
Dit-kPPLENI thP w'ilelc .nown spycia'r
ist, alter years of Minty. hay so per:cried ills
system of mail treatment that be can now
assure the sick and sutfenbr a permanent
cure at their homes at a pricy th.t aston-
ishingly low. I hmi.arel. e availing them-
selves of this 7:olden opportunity ind !pol-
ar of testimonials are tm ale showing the






AC., 5.15(1 AND DOWD.




The best and ni-vd
. ecientific treatment tor
all FESIAlt 01 
Quick and permanr at cures guaranteed.
New treatment Mr mud LI.A. i• kg.
Young or old men suffering from awierv,
OLAGrER, URINARY D.SCASES, 164000 IAGORG114.
ING "CAROM 05 YIINAUSTION 111011.111; IC.
slot ca int-Igor. health happiness.
Dr. Appieman has asnyetated with t.ins bill
stsff of expert ape, inl toy ho careftely con-
sider each case and prepare the proper rem-
edies. Consultattor and opinion VW by
mail. Tteatment furlished at the low rate tit
$2 TO $3 PER MON fil.
Write us frecl v and ftilly and entleeP stolen
fur symptom blank. No Cltarrli. No. a tut
Men. No. 3 For it timed. Add-ess
THE APPLEMAN MIEDICsetC CO.
; •- E. 4:41 - CHICAGO,
JOHN ECHOLS, Itetecyars.ST. JOHN LOY! Z.
C.. O. & W. R. h.





'MAIMS LEAVE AS FOLLOWS:
TO LOL'IsTILLI.
From Prineeton 9.29 a. m 1:09sem
" Nortonsvill• 10 :44. a. tn. 2:0a a. la
TO CIINTR•L CITT • •,1 D 
From Princeton 6:0 h. In.






10:NO rn. 1:43a. u)From Princeton
roe•uccee Joie FULTOM.
Free Princeton 8:45 p. m.
Connecting at Memphis with through trst •
to all points In
Arkansas and Texae.
Rates, Tlekets„ and all InformntIon w,
furnished on application y tut nearest tica
et agent. T. B. LYNCH, Ovneral raaaaa
ger Agent, Lotesvoar
•
eva. • ..5.o..91,;.4 • d
